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This thesis examioes aD important topic in international relations which nas

preoccupied diplomats for thousands of years and for the better part of this cennuy - the

evolution of the law of the sea. Some recent changes can be linked to DeW technologies and

the growing concern about fishery conservation. It is argued that changes in the law of the

sea aJC essentially evolutionary in charnctcr. notwithstanding the recognition that crisis

situations provide periodic stimuli towards some Icind of action.

In this century. three distinct phases and evenlS nave snapcd the development of the

law ofthe sea. with regard to straddling stocles. The United Nations Convention on the Law

of the Sea is the foundation for modem sea law and serves as the basis for discussion.

Increased understanding of the oceans and expressions ofhcigbtened cooccm for protecting

and sustaining the marine environment. iocluding fisheries. were an imponant themes at the

1992 United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development. Thirdly. the New

York Confereoc:e on Straddling FlSh Stocles and Highly Migratory Fish Stoclcs. and ilS

resultant draft treaty. bas provided a framework within which fisheries law can change and

develop.

In light ofme deterinrating state of the global environment and the rapidly declining

fish stocks. it is argued that intemationallaw must respond more rapidly and effectively to

meet environmentally destructive technological developments, if the international marine

ceo-system is to be preserved for fuluR generations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

internlltiooai law .:oroitantly evolves and adapts to the chaDging circumstances of

international relations. New legal norms come into existence when states recognize that

their own interests can best be safcguarded through international legal cooperation.

One of the oldest international cooc:cms has been die status of oceans. The

intematioDallegaI regimel of the oc:can.s emerged and expanded as states rccogniz.ed that the

need foc regulation is a function of the usage of ocean space and resomt:eS. TIle dramatic

increase in the exploiwion of the living resources of the seas over the last SO years bas

globally decimated maDy fish stocks aDd has placed fisheries issues bigh on the international

agenda. Governments, while recognizing that international cooperation is necessary foc a

globally sustainable fishery and while having some progress towards this cnd, still have a

long way to go before this resource is managed on a viable, equitable. and sustainable basis.

During the years 1948·1952 the annual world total cateh was 19.4 million tonnes;

during the period 1959·1962 the annual world total catch was 34.8 million tonoes; and

duri.llg 1968·1m this incre.ased again to 57.5 million tonnes. J World fi.sbery production for

hwnan consumption bas iocreasod almost five fold over the last four decades, with over 90

I Regime ..... implicit and explicit principles, DOrms, rules and decision-making
procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given area of international
relations." Stephen Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences: Regimes as
Intervening Variables;' International Regimes cd. Stephen Krasner, (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1982),2.

1 R.R. Chuscbhill and A.V. Lowe, The Law of the Sea (Manchester: Maocbester
University Press, 1988). 223.



million (onnes being consumed by 1996. The ooa food usage bas increases from 3 to 31

million tonoes in the last forty seven years. Aa:ording to FAD statistics ten counDies caJeb

7QC1, of the global fish take.) Such increases in annual world total catch resulted from

improvements in technology allowing fishers to catch mOR: fish in the same amount of time.

Some of the technological advances that influenced the increase included: sonar. deep-water

nelS, and factory freezer trawlers. The technological advances allowed the fishers to meet

the increased demand for fish.·

As many counDies increased their fleets in order to capitalize on the larger Exclusive

Ecooomic Zone (EEZ)' that they cODtrolled. they also inaeascd the volume of their eateb.

1be increased size of the EEZ led counDies to shift their focus from the inshOR: fishery to

the new. larger EEZ. Capacity and the storage volume of the fishing fleets increased as a

result of technology. The luge factory freezer trawlers were equipped with extensive

refrigeration systems that allowed ships to stay at sea for long periods of time: thus, they

were able to veDture to fishing grounds further from port.' lbe use offactory freeur trawlers

) Food aDd Agriculture Organization. Fact Sheet-June 1998 httpllwww .fao. 0I"g I
WAlCENTIFADlNFOIFlSHERY/fifactslnewfae:t/htm. August 2., 1998

• GiuIio Ponteeorvo aDd Maurice Wl1kin.son. "From Cornucopia to Scarcity: The
Current StalUS of Ocean Resource Use.- Ocean Development and International Law S
(1978): 284.

) EEZ is an~ of up to 200 miles extending from the shoreline within which the
coastal states control the natural R:SOW'CCS. nus definition is taken from: Gerhard von
Glahn. Law Among Nations 6th ed. (foronto: Maxwell-Macmillan Canada. 1992).471.

, Mark W. Zacher and James G. McConnell, "[)own to the Sea with the Stakes:
The Evolvillg Law of the Sea and the Future of the Deep Seabed Regime,"~
Development and 19terpatioPal Law 21 (1990): 72.



penn.ittt:dcou.ntries to head to the high sea.s and to take largeeatebes without fearoftbe fish

spoiling before processing.

The evolution of the law of the sea occurs through the refinement of established

reguJations and the making or new reguJations to deal with new issues. The United Nations

Agreement on Straddling Stock.s7 and Highly Migratory Species' is a recent eumple orlhis.

In order to prot£Ct the world's oceans and their resources, both living and non-living. it is

necessary for the international community to coopera~_ However. ODe must be aware that

most cooperation s~ms from the nations' self-interest. In recent years. an increased coocem

about resoun:c management emerged. particularly the global fishery.

In order to address these coocems one Deeds to examine why attitudes on fishery

conservation and ocean management have changed over time. what has been accomplished.

and what still needs to be done in on:1er to ensure the survival of the marine resources. The

negotiation or the international fisheries regime has been a highly political process in which

state se(f·ioterest led to compromise and lowest-common denominator agreements on

contentious issues such as the regulation of straddling and highly migratory fish stocks. 1be

7 Straddli.Dg Stocks are fish stocks that migrouc between Exclusive Ecooomic
Zones or go betweeD the high seas and the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of a state.
R.R. Churchhill and A.V. Lowe. The Law gfthe Sg 234.

• Highly Migratory Species: Stocks that move great distances across the high seas
and through different exclusive economic zones. Tuna is an example of a highly
migratory species. EveJyne Meltzer. "Global Overview of Straddling and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks: The Nonsustaioable Nature of Straddling Stocks,"~
Development and IntmJationa! Law 20 (1994): 251.



gndual evolution of the ocean management regime has escalated since fisheries and marine

problems bave led 00 inefficiencies in me management of lhe stocks and has resulted in the

global fisheries crisis.

1.1 &d<gn>und

Historically, society has used tbe world's oceans for food, transportation and

recreation. As ocean usage increased, tbere were changes in views on the regulation of the

world's oceans and disagreemenlS arose regarding die use of and jurisdiction over the seas.

Many issues, such as open versus closed seas and the extent of national jurisdiction. have

been repeatedly debated. The development of the intemationallaw of the sea has been an

evolutionary process which continues 00 change.

Many people believe that binding rules did DOt exist before the development of the

modem intcrsrate system; however, even in the past, states complied with common pt*:tice

and arrangements.· Since the Phoenicians in 1500 B.C., there has existed some formofsea

related-aetivity reguiation. IO During the eleventh century then: existed Rhodian Sea Law,

which became the basis for many codes including the thirtt.enth-centw'y Byzantine law, or

Basilica" 1be fonnatioo ofRhodian Law and subsequent legal codes arose out of a desire

9 Mark Zacher and James McConneU. "Down to the Sea," 76.

10 William McFee, The Law of the Sea (philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company,
1950),37.

II Ibid., 35.



to regulate sea cornmcn:e and. at times. to dominate the oceans. lbroughout the centuries

most sea law has focused primarily on commerce. Sea-faring powers emphasized the

freedom of navigation because it w~ beneficial to have the ability to travel the seas fu:ely.11

Regulation of fishing in early legal cc:xles was rarely addressed. as it was believed that this

resource was plentiful and inexhaustible.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth ceoturies, Spain and Portugal promoted "the closed

seas" concept. "They were supponed by the Papal Bulls of 1493 and 1506 which divided the

seas between them. 1
, 00 May 4. 1493. Pope Alexander VI proclaimed the divisions oftbe

oceans between Spain and Portugal in the TreatyofTordesillas. I. However, since the pontiff

lacked universal authority over aU nations which used the seas. the closed seas concept

failed. I' "The superior naval power of both the United Kingdom and France which opposed

Spanish and Portuguese claims. cannot be discounted as a major reason for the retention of

the freedom of the sea principle.

Sovereignty of the seas l6 dateS to 1582 and the publication of Jean Bodin's treatise

11 D.P. O'ConneU and LA Sbearer. The Intmlarionall..aw of the Sea Vol. L. ed.
LA. Shearer (Oxford: OareDdon Press. 1982), I.

IJ M.N. Shaw. Inlel1lation.al Law 3rdeditiOD. (Cambridge: Grades Publications
limired, 1991).363.

I' Roben L Friedheim, Negotiating the New Ocean Regime (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1993), 13-14.

l'Ibid.• 14.

16 Sovereignty of the seas implies that sta~ can role over a certain portion of the



On Soven;jgnry in which be supponc:d Baldus' concepts of govcrnmc:ntal shipping power.

Bodin. a French barrister. serving as an advisor to King Charles IX.17 argued that states

possessed jurisdiction over ships within sixty miles of the coasLII

Hugo Grotius. the father ofintemationaJ law. advocated the freedom of the high seas

for the purpose of navigation" except for a smalllerritoriaJ sea over which coastal states

exercisedjurisdiction.1D For centuries. advocates of the freedom of the high seas cited his

work.~ (1608). which provided a legal opinion to the Dutch on the right to

access trade in the Indies. His work. criticized Spain aDd Portugal for their claims of

exclusive right of commerce in the East 1odies..1l Grotius argued that the seas were meant

forcom.merce and which does not aJJow for ownership.l1 During the era of marine empires.

it was imponant for nations to be able 10 lravel throughout the oceans without restriction.

Although Gtotius' prescription was challenged, it remained the dominant opinion until recent

17 Jean Bodin. On Sovereignty cd Julian H. Frank.liD. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. 1992). x.

I. D.P. O'Connell and LA. Shearer. The lnlmJ.alional Law of the Sea. 2-3.

I. R.P. Anand, Origin and Development of the Law oCIhe Sea (The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. 1983). 2.

'20 Thomas A. Clingan. The Law of me Sea' Ocean l.aw and PolicY (Bethesda:
Austin and Winfield Publishers. 1994). pli. and Roben Friedheim Negotiating the New
~.p.12.

21 D.P. O'Connell and LA. Shearer.1be N;w lom.tional Law oew; Sea, 124.

nIbid., 9.



changes regardiDg the exploitation of the world's ooeans.zs Altbough~didnot

consider ftshc:ries. this work bas oooetheless been used to justify the unfettered exploitation

of liv:ng resources.~

1be Scots and English set out to refute the Grotian principle of freedom of the seas.

These twn countries believed that Grotius' work aimed to limit their marine activities,

because they were in competition with the Dutch for access to markets.:I' lo 1618, Elizabeth

lotdered John Selden. ajurist. to challenge the Grotian concept of freedom of the seas. In

~. Selden advocated the enclosure of the seas whereby coastal states would

have extended authority.2Io In an attempt to protect the British herring fishery in the North

Sea, Selden argued that the Nonh Sea as far as Holland could be claimed as British.

tenitory.:n

Those who advocated freedom of the seas expressed the view that states should have

the freedom to navigate aU waters and that the resources of the oceans were inexhaustible.

Discussions on the exbaustability of marine resources commenced by the sixteenth century.

The English jurist W. Welwood differentiated becwccn exhaustible and ioexhaustible

ZS Raben Friedheim. Negotiating the New Ocean Regime. 11.

)0 D.P. O'Connell and LA. Shearer,The lntemati0P2! La-worth!; Sea, 9.

:l'Ibid.• 10.

16 Ibid.• 5.

2'7 William McFee. The Law of the Sea. 137 and Robert Friedheim,~
the New Ocean Regime. 122.



resources of the oceans while advocating fishing monopolies. He concluded lhat since fish

were exhaustible, governments could establish exclusive fishery limits.lI

By 1702, the international fishery regime had evolved to give states jurisdiction to

enforce fishery laws within the range of a cannon shor29 - a principle pioneered by the Dutch

jurist Cornelius Bynkershoek.30 This practice was formally established in the work 1&

Dominio Maris, which defined the extent of traditional jurisdiction.)l By lhe sevemeenlh

century, diplomatic practice accepted lhe cannon shot role whereby areas beyond the range

of the cannon shot (three miles) would be common fishing grounds and all areas within the

cannon shot range would be under the coastal state's jurisdiction.31 With the evolution of

this practice, coastal stales had sovereignty over the area inside the cannon shot range. This

development is an example of the early fonnation of the territorial sea concept.D

During the seventeenth century, the clash between exclusive fishing rights and

traditional fishing interests became an issue off Newfoundland's coast. This was resolved

partially by Article 13 ofthe Treatyof Utrecht (1713), which prohibited French subjects from

II D.P. O'Connell and LA. Shearer, The International Law of the Sea, 511.

2'J Bynkershock's cannon shot range concept was that the seas were common to all
but states had sovereignty over adjacent area; three miles was accepted. as the traditional
cannon shot range. William McFee, The Law of the Sea, 140.

»n.p. 0' Connell and I.A. Shearer, The Imernational Law of the Sea, 126.

II Ibid, 127.

31 Ibid,60-6L

n Ibid., 511 and Robert Friedheim, Negotiating lhe New Ocean Regime, 12.



fishing and curing their catch on the coast of Newfoundland, except in the area koown as the

French SboIe.}<

During the second half of the nineteenth cenlUI)'. stability in the law of the sea

existed.leadi.ng to a desire to codify rules. Different priva1e groups including the lnstitul

de Droit International (International Law Institute) formed to discuss the possibility of

codifying sea law. During the 18805 and the 18905. the Institut also discussed the

establishment of geographical areas such as territorial waters:"

A clear change in perspective on the exploitation of fishery resources occurred in

1887. Until the late nineteenth cenlUI)'. most fishing disputes revolved around the

maintenance of traditional fishing rights. With changes in fishery technology. a need for

conservation was recognized. Nuger argued for the conservation of resources. especiaUy

shallow water species such as shell fish. because the threat of over-exploitation.- This

change in attitude and the development of the argument for fishery conservation was the

result of the scarcityof fish in the shallow waters near France aDd Spain.. caused by the: high

fish consumption rates in these twO countries. Nuger proposed to the Institut de Droit

International tbcextensionoftbeterntoriallimitsasthe solution to this critical problem. By

extending territorial limits. coastal states would have the right to control fisbing and

}< D.P. O'Connell and I.A. Shearer. The [nt;mapona! Law Qfthe~ 511.

u Ibid., 20.

J6Ibid.524.



impleme.nteonservation measures along tbeir coastliDes: staleS would have exclusive rights

and would noc: be competing f« the wealth of the oceans within their boundaries..n 'The

movement toexteod territorial limits commenced with discussions by various «ganiz.at:ions.

The l!1stitut de Droit International felt that it was necessary to have a legal basis for fishery

conservation in order to prevent the depletion of stocks. In 1898. the Fishery Congress

recommended that the territorial sea be extended to ten miles; however. this proposal and

other recommendations suggesting a limit of six miles wen: DOt accepted at this time as it

was felt that such extensions were prema1Ure.]I

With the formation ofthe LeagueofNations.lheIe was a movement to codify the law

of the sea. In 1927. the Committee of Expens of the League of Nations submirted a

provisional list of international law topics to be discussed. including the issue of territorial

waters.N The Hague Conference of 1930enmined matters of the contiguous lOnes and the

doctrine of the territorial waters. The League of Nations attempted to negotiate a

convention.~ The maritime counDies argued that the territorial sea was part of the coastal

state's territory. which resulted in the Hague Convention of 1930 aUowing coastal staleS to

n Ibid.• 524.

II Ibid.• 524.

)9 C. John Colombos. International Law of the Sea (New York: David McKay
Company Inc. 1967). 103.

"Ibid.• 103.

10



claim fishery jurisdiction inside theinm;torial sea..' However, the League of Nations failed

to codify me inttmationallaw bea.uscofthe vigorous debate and the inability to formulate

a single proposal 00 the breadth of the IeI'ritoriaI sea. It is obvious that fisberyconservatioo

had 11()( become a priority for aU stales. This failure did nOl allow a proposal to be put

forward for a vote.o1 The Council of the League of Natioos failed to codify the convention;

however, through the presentation of the draft agreement. the Hague Convention was able

to further influence the development of iotemationallaw by forcing debate on this subject.0

1.2 The <Xeans: Chancina: Conapts and New Concerns

The hosting ofthe Hague Conferencesof 1930 by the League ofNalioos revealed that

states were coocemed. about the regulation of the seas. Since this conference. the

international community has realized that inadequacies exist in recent fisheries law. 1bese

inadequacies arose with cbaDges in fishery technology. inc:luding geartypes and vessels. Ooe.

area that bas 00l evolved sufficiently to deal with present situations in ocean management

is that of fisheries law on the high seas'" High seas~ common property where all nations

.1 LS. Parsons. Management of Marine Fisheries in Canada (Ottawa: National
Research Council of Canada). 223.

on Arthur Deans. "1lte Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea: What Was
Accomplisbed.~Amcrjcan Journal of1r:lternatiooai Law 52 (1958): 613.

·'C. John Colombos.1r:Ilemational Law ofW Sea, 103.

... High Seas~ all areas outside the jurisdiction of coastal states. Gerald von
Glahn. Law Among Nations 478.

II



can exploit and extract resources. ID the intcmarional system a de~ of competence has

been distributed among all states.'" Any ~guIationstha1 states implemented. in the absence

of treaties. applied only to their own vessels under the international legal regime. 1bc:

failure to develop common regulations 00 the high seas has led to disagreement on fishery

conservation pnctiees.*

FoUowing the eod of World War IT and the subsequent failure of the Gcoeva

Conferences. many states recognized the requirement for fishery conservation. States

became aw~ that fish are not an infinite resource and that there exists a need for

conservation.·? With this realiz.ation. the fishery question has at times evolved into a debate

between the north and the south; land.loclred"'/geographically disadvantaged states versus

coastal SlateS; and, high seas fishing rights versus coastal state rights.

The fisheri.esdeveloped into a nonhlsouth issueduring the 19605.<09 The north/south

divisions emphasized the New IDte:mationaJ Economic Order (NIEO) which called for

<OJ RCne.Jean Dupuy and Daniel Vignes. A Handbook oeW New Law of the Sea
(Do~ht:Martinus NijboffPublishers. 1991), CJCTJ.

*Ibid.,998.

• 1 D.P. O'ConneU and LA. Sbearu. The InlmlatiopaJ Law oflhe Sea 527.

.. A land locked stale is a sate that bas nO coastline. 'Ibis can also be referred as a
geographically disadvantaged state. Barbara Kwiatkowska, The 200 Mjle Exclusive
Economic Zone in the New Law of the Sea (Dordrecht: MartiDus Nijhoff Publishers,
1989).22.

~ Roben Friedheim, Negotiating the New Ocean R;gjme 213.

12



chaDges and increased political influence and economic power for developing counaies.JO

1be developing counaies sought an equal disaibutioo ofttle oceans'~.'l Fisheries

became an issue DOt only f~ management purposes but also f~ developing counaies as a

method to feed their people as fish is the primary sourceof protein in their diet.n Developing

countries argue that tbeydid not cause the depletion through their fishing practices but rather

it has been the industrialized. first world, fishery that has led to the cUll'l:nt situation. Over

half the total global catch is caught by six of the 156 nations that have fishing interests. SJ

A conflict exists between fishery conservation and the desire to feed the world's people.~

In recent years, conflicts in the international community over fishing rights have

increased. Tensions exiSt nOt only between the North and South but also between European

nations and North American counaies. Disputes which have emerged in ~nt years

occurred in areas where straddling and highly migratory stocks pn:vaiL Within the lasl len

to fifteen years the numberofconflicts have increased dramatically. patticularly on the Grand

'lII Lawrence: Juda, Igtemationai Law and Oqan UK Management (London:
Routledge, 1996).210. Since there are many variation amongst these states it is
recognized that dichotomiziog the issue as only a nortbIsouth 00 would over simplify a
complex manc:r. Raben Friedheim., Negotiating lbe New Ocean RepR 210.

51 Ibid. 210.

n RP. Anand. '1be Politics of a New Legal Order for Fisheries," Qsgn
Development andlnWmatiooal Law 11 (1982): 267.

53 Ibid., 265. The six natioos that count for over half the total global catch are:
Japan, Soviet Union, Norway, United States, Peru and China.

~ Mark W. Zacher and James G. McConneU. "Down to the Sea," 80.

13



Banks off the coast of Newfoundland and the Bering Sea.U The iocrease in conflicts is

caused partially by the extension of the exclusive economic zooe. and man: efficient

technology, but primarily by scarcily ofthc resource.. Tbc conflicts focus on transboundary

species whose nawral migratOry pancms pass through various ZODeS.56

Northern Cod, traditionally an abundant and valuable stock. has been fished by many

During the 19505. factory~ trawlers came from both eastern and western

Europe to participate in the fishery. In 1958, the U.S.S.R.• France and Poland commenced

fishing Northern Cod, and by 1965 Iceland, Norway, and the United Kingdom participated

annually.51

Bef~ the Spanisb factory frcez.cr trawlers arrived offthe coast ofNewfoundland in

the late 19805 only the traditional Spanisbcod fleet fished in the North Atlantic. The Spanish

factory freezer trawlers came to the Northwest Atlantic when they were excluded from

European Union waters under the 1986 agreement whereby Spain became a member of the

European Union."

Management of straddling and highly migratory stocks turned into a difficult wk.

" Biliana Cicin-5ain. '"Earth Summit Implementation: Progress Since Rio,"
~ 20(1996): 127.

56 Karl M. SullivllD, "Conflict in the Management of a Northwest Atlantic
Transboundary Cod Stocks,"~ 13 (1989): 118.

51 Ibid, 120-121.

51 Governmeot of Canada, Departmeot ofFishcries and Oceans, "European Union
Over fishing in the Nonhwest Atlantic,"~ B-HQ.95-4E, March 1995.
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By 1985, Canada had become party to bilateral agreements which dealt with fishing on the

Aemish Cap and in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) regulation area

3NO." Bilateral and multiJatual agreements for- fishery management can be nullified ifone

party decides to expand their interests til

The issue of suaddling stocks led to increased teosions between Canada and the

Ewopean Union. lbe Spanish ship the Estai was caught fishing straddling stocks in

contravention of cooservation and fisheries management measures. In addition, the vessel

failed to stop and allow observers to board. It was also believed that the c::re.w of the Estai

released tbc:irfishinggearpriortothe boardingof Canadian authorities.'1 Oa April 28, 1995

the Spanish Mayi Cuattoreleased an illegal liner when boarded bytbe Canadian Department

of Fisheries and Oceans officers which was later found and identified by its marltings.~

With continued harvesting of fish stocks on the Grand Banks, Canada felt unilateral

action was necessary in 1994 to prevent the depletion ofGreenland Halibut (turbot),'] which

"Karl M. SuUivan, "Conflict in the Management of a Northwest Atlantic
TransboundaryCodSlOClcs," 127.

til Ibid., 127.

'I Government of Canada.. Department of FISheries and Oceans, "Canada Seizes
Spanish Trawler,"~ NR4HQ-95.29E, March 9, 1995 and Government of
Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans. "Spanish CaptaiD Released on Bail,"~
~ NR-HQ-95-22E, March 12, 1995.

~ Government of Canada, Departmeot of Fisheries and Oceans, "Tobin Says Net
With Dlegal Liner Recovered,"~ NR-HQ-95-45E, May 5, 1995.

IJ Greenland Halibut or Turbot is a deep water flatfish which can be found 00 the
continental shelf of eastern North America Government of Canada. Department of
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after the collapse ofcod stocks, became the largest ground fishery." Canadadecidcd that it

was necessary to express its concerns about the n:guIanon of tw'bol1o NAFO by asJcing the

organization to adopt: soia conservation measures forthe species.1S

In 1994, Canada put forward the Coastal FishqiS'j Prolc:ctjon Act(C-29) as a measure

10 reduce excessive catebc:s off Newfoundland's coasL This Bill stemmed from the urgency

of the situation and the requiremen110 permit the ~buiJdingof fish stocks which would DOt

be possible with thecootinued fishing practices offo~ign fleets.66 This amended Bill makes

it an offence for the Spanish and Ponuguesc: vessels to fish Greenland Halibut on the Grand

Banks.67 Bill C·29 is the enabling legislanon which gives Canadian authorities the power

to take action against any vessel which committed infractions.

International fisheries and related co~ms have changed throughout history. By

examining the historical background it is evident that there is a strong linkage in coday's

fishery policies to the pasL Freedom of the seas bas been the foundation of ocean

FISheries and Oceans, "'Canada Moves to Conserve Turbot S1OCks,-~ NR·
HQ-94-60E, June 29, 1994.

.. Government of Canada. Department ofFisberies and Oceans, "'Greenland
Halibut (Turbot) in the NorthwestAtJantic,"~.B.HQ-94-26E, September
1994.

6.:l Government ofCanada. Department of Fisheries and Oceans, '"Tobin Takes
Further Action to Protect Turbot Stocks,"~ NR.HQ-94-72E, July 20, 1994.

66 Government of Canada, Commons Debate May 11/94 • Government Orders.

67 Government of Canada, Departmen1 of Fisheries and Oceans, "Canada Extends
Authority to Protect Stocks on the High Seas to Include Spanish and POI1Uguese Vessels,"
~ NR-HQ-95-21E, March 3, 1995.
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management for ccnwrics but in recent years itS validity has been questioned due 00 the

decimation of fish stocks and the increased conflict.
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Chapter'
UNCLOS

2.1 lDtrodudioD

Upon the formation ofw United Nations. the International Law Commission (D..C)

was requested to codify and develop lhe law of the sea." Prior to this attempt to codify sea

law there were previous unilateral efforts. including the Tnunan Proclamation on FISheries

of September 28. 1945. This proclamation recognized the special rights aDd coocems of

coastal states and states with aD established inten::sl in an area.." lbe resultorn.c wort: led

to two United Nations Conferences Oil the Law of the Sea. in 1958 (UNa.DS I) and 1960

(UNCLOS m.1O These two Confereoces became the foundation for the development of

mcdern intemationallaw regarding the world's oceans.

Discussions at the UNCLOS m Conferences (1973-1982) were broad while

attempting to build on the twO previous conferences, which provided a foundation for the

" Mark W. Zacber and James G. McConnell. "Down to lheSea," 78.

.. Lawrence Juda, InterD!tiopal Law and Ocgn Use Managemegb 110-111.
According to von Glahn the Declanation did Dot intend to imply a claim of sovereignty
rather its aim was to establish "conservation zooes" whereby the United States would
exercise unilateral jurisdictiOll in uea.s where its nationals fished exclusively, and join
through agreements, would be established when:: the fishery was shared with other states.
Gerhard von Glahn. Law Among Nations 511l ed. (New York: Collier MacMillan. 1986).
395.

'10 Mark W. Zacher and James G. McConnell. "Down to the Sea," 80.
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agreemenLJI lbc first United Nations Conference on lhe Law of the Sea supplied the

codification of customary law. and UNa..DS IT addressed the issue oflhe lC:rI'itorial sea.71

The internatiooallawmakas proposed lhree principles in the Convention on the Law

of the Sea which are intertWined aDd interdepeodenL lbc first principle is sovereign right

to a portion of the sea cootiguous to their coastline. This is Limited by the second which

notes that portions of the sea and sea-bed are all nations because they are part of the common

heritage of mankind. The third enunciates that all states have an obligation to preserve the

marine environment and to take into consideration the needs of other countties.73

1.2 UNCLOSI

The 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea dealt with four distinct

areas and produced four coavcntions: the Convention on the Teni.torial Sea and the

Contiguous Zone: the Convention on the Continental Shelf: the Convention on the High

Seas: and the Cooventioo on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High

Seas. which essentiaUy codified customary intemationallaw.'M

11 David Larson. "'Conventional. Customary. and Consensual Law in the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea." Ocean Development and International Law
2S (1994): 288.

'l Ibid., 288.

73 Eric LcGresley, The Law of the Sea Convention (Ottawa: Library of
Parliament: 1993). 4.

,.. E. D. Brown. The Inmmational Law of the Sea· Yolume 1 InlrOductory Manual
(Vcnnom: Dartmouth Publishing, 1994),9. and R.R. Churcbhill and A.V. Lowe.lll;.
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At the Geneva Coofettnoe (UNa.DS n. the two principles discussed. in relation to

living resources., were abstention and prefereoce. lhe former arose out ofthe rulization lhat

the global fishery needed 00 be stabilized at a maximum sustainable yield leve1. This

principle advocated (a) that lhose swe:s which bad 00l fished in certain areas should abstain

from laking fish from those areas, and (b) that only species which oecdcd 00 be conserved

should be subjected to conservation measUI'CS.n The principle ofprefefC1Ce established that

states which traditionally exploited certain species in an area and Wett dependent on these

fish stocks be given the priority to exploit those resources."

Prior to the 1958 Conference. different approaches existed to the territorial sea and

the contiguous zone. Although many states agreed with the principle ofa territorial sea, they

disagreed over the desirability of creating a contiguous zone for the purposes of customs,

security. immigration and sanitary regulation. Countries like the United Kingdom opposed

such a ZODe.n Since these two zones ace cantiguous. the issue of their potential breadths

arose. especially ifonly one or both zones wen: to be codified.'" A wider territorial sea, for

example, would provide coastal states with a larger zone in which they would have

~13.

~ D.P. O'ConneU and LA. Shearer, The lnt;mational Law Qftbe~ 528-529.

7'lbid., 529.

7J R.R. Churchbill and A.V. Lowe. The Law of" Sea, 115-116.

'!I Ibid., 115.
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exclusive fishing and continentaJ shelf rights. Conversely some states felt that the

codification of the contiguous zone should be a narrower territorial sea. The distance issues

were not resolved and the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone was

silent in this area. [fzonallimits had been agreed to, subsequent conservation measures may

have proven moreeffective.7\I An agreement on the territorial sea and contiguous zone was

vital for the overall weU being of the four conventions.

The 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea failed to meet its

objective ofcodifying sea law. One major difficulty with the fourConveotions of 1958 was

the states' inability to agree on the breadth of the territorial sea.1lI AJso, important was that

maritime states failed to ratify the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the living

Resources of the High Seas" l By not agreeing to sign the four Conventions states

demonstrated that self-interest took precedence over cooperation.

AJthough the Convention on Fishing Conservation of the Living Resources of the

High Seas came into force 00 March 20, 1966, most major fishing states failed to ratify it.1l

7\1 Sbigeru Oda, International Law of the R,sources of the Sea (Germantown:
Nitjhoff Be Noordhoff, 1979), 8.

10 John King and Maria Frankowska, ''The Significance of SignatuIe to the 1982
Convention on the Law of the Sea," Ocean J::)eve!opment and International Law.19
(1984): 122.

II Saraj Mohan, "Fisheries Jurisdiction," Law of the Sea Cjl@Cal! and Beyond ed.
B.P. Anand (New Delhi: Radiant Publishers, 1980),225.

Il lbid., 225.
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More importantly, it has been argued that the Convention couId not meet its conservation

objectives because the law-makers failed to recognize the biological nat~ of fish stocks.1J

In tenns of biology, law makers must recognize that fish are mobile and require constant

regulation, not just in an EEZ. This is a renewable resource provided it is managed properly

through conservation measures.'" Management and conservation are a challenge because

states do not hold jurisdiction beyond their territorial seas; they are unable to enforce

regulations in areas adjacent to their territorial seas."

2.3 UNCLOSn

The second law of the Sea Conference was held at Geneva from March 16 to April

26, 1960, in accordance with Resolution 1307 (XDJ), which authorized the United Nations

Secretary General to holdaoonference.1l6 Five hundred delegates from eighty-eightcountries

attended.'" This conference endeavored to resolve disagreements related to the breadth of

the territorial sea and the contiguous fishing zone, which remained unresolved at UNCLOS

t or had subsequently arisen."

IJlbid.,225.

"'Ibid., 226.

"R.R. Churchhill andA.V. Lowe. lbe Law of the Sea. liS.

t6 United Nations, Yearbook of the United Nations. 1960 (New York:: Columbus
University Press, 1961),542.

'" Ibid., 542.

" kS. Parsons, Management of Marine Fisheries. 226.
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Different proposals were put forward on the breadth of the territorial sea. The United

Swes proposed that states could claim a six-mile territorial sea plus a six-mile exclusive

fishing ZODe. The U.S.s.R. proposed that each swe be entitled to a twelve-mile limit aDd

if the breadth ofme territorial sea was less than twelve-miles. states could establish adjoining

fishing zones. This would only apply if the breadth of the ~rritorial sea combined with the

fishing zone did not exceed twelve miles."

Peru advanced the proposal that coastal states would have preferential rights fOf" the

pwpose of exploiting fish stoeks.'lO A Mexican proposal allotted each state a fixed breadth

of territorial sea mat could be extended up to <a> eighteen miles from the baseline if the

breadth of the territorial seas was between three and six miles; (b) fifteen miles ifbreadth of

the territorial seas was between seven and nine miles; or. (e) twelve miles if breadth of the

territorial sea was between ten and eleven miles.'l

Another proposa.I pUt forward by sixteen Asian aDd African nations as well as

Venezuela was for a twelve-mile territorial sea..n The Mexican proposal and the

African/Asian proposal were combined for a contiguous fishing zone up 10 twelve miles. U

the breadth ofthe territorial seaorcootiguow zone were less than twelve miles, states would

be allowed a wider delimitation to allow soverc.ign rigbu up to the fixed limit. 11tis

" United Nations. Yearbook. of the United Nations - 1960 542.

'lOlbid.,544.

91 lbid.,542.

9'1 lbid., 542.
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combined proposal received support fromeigbtcensponsors.n Canada and lhe United States

proposed asiJr.-mile territorial sea and a twelve-mile exclusive fishing moe.'" An alternative

proposal put forwlld by Indonesia., Iraq, Lebanon, Mexico, Morroco, Saudi Arabia., Sudan.

the: United Arable Republic. Veoet.ucla and Yemen failed to be ae:ttpted during the voting

process. This group proposed that (I) at the twentieth session (1965) the Geoeral Assembly

would consider the advisability of convening another conference on the breadth of the

territorial sea; (2) all states which declared independence prior- to 1945 could extend their

territorial sea while the General Assembly considered this matter; and (3) recognized that

all coastal states are eotitled to a twelve mile exclusive fishing zone. When voted 00. 32

states supported lhe agreement. 38 opposed it and 18 abstained."

The failure to agree on distance limits demonstrated rising tensions over the

ownership of ocean resources.- Many proposals~ presented but none were accepted by

the majority, as states' self-interest prevailed. However. the confereoce allowed countries

to state their positions as a basis for further negotiations.

n Ibid.. 542. 1be eighteen sponsors included: Ethiopia., Ghana., Guinea. Indonesia.,
lran.lraq. Jordan. Lebanon. Libya. Mexico, Morocco. the Phillippines. Saudi AnIbia.,
Sudan. Tunisia., the United Arab Republic, Venezuela and Yemen.

"'Ibid., 542.

"Ibid., 544.

96 Giulio Ponteeorvo and Maurice Wilkinson, "From Cornucopia to Scarcity: The
Current Status of Ocean Resource Use," Ocean Development and International Law 5
(1978): 385.
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2.4 IDlrodlldiou to UNCLOS m

The Third United Nations Conference on the law of the Sea commenced in 1973

and was not finalized untiJ 1982. 1be necessity to convene another round of negotiations

arose because of coastal states' dissatisfaction with the terms of the previous agreements.

Coastal States pushed for the new series of meetings as a means to deal with the growing

depletion of the fish stocks and increased size of the distant-water fishing fleets.91

Negotiations at UNa.DS mcentered around a continuously revised negotiating text which

accommodatcd thedemands ofdifferent states. An aacmptwas made to dc:velopacoosensus

by negotiating an all eocompassing document that dealt with a wide variety of complex

elements."

Two preliminary tasks faced participants and negotiators at the conference. FIrSt.,

delegates needed to develop rules for interaction and decision.making. The formation of

rules was necessary since the agreement would be negotiated and allowed for various points

of view put forth by the delegates. Once the rules were set., delegates needed to deveJop a

formula that would be at the root of the treaty - the single negotiating texL" Throughout

'" ParDval Copes, -rhe Impact. of UNCLOS m on Management of the Worlds'
Fisheries,"~ 5 (1981): 217.

M Bernard Oxman, "1'be Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea:
The Tenth Session," American Journal oflnlemational Law 76 (1982): 4.

" Robert Friedheim, Negotiating the New Ocean Regime 31.
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this conference. an attempt was made to gain consensus on this package., which had many

dispan.tt: and complex details. 100

As with any fonn ofoegotiation.countries oeeded to be coociliatOfY at times in order

to gain consensus on important issue areas. The maritime powers. including the United

Swes and the Soviet Union. realized that with the consensus rule being used a package deal

would be necessaty. An example of a trade off was that the United States and the USSR

acec:pted the 200-mile EEZ conditional on a 12-mile territorial sea and a right for transit

tbrougbstraits.101

Seven areas discussed at the conference included: the territorial sea. straits. the

exclusive economic zone. deep seabed mining. ocean science. and polJution.102 These areas

became the foundation topics for the Conference negotiations and for the final Convention.

With new coocems arising from tbedeVeiopmeDt ofteebnology. there existed a oec:d

toadapt the legal regime to acconunodate DeW issues DOt previously discussed. State leaders

realized that unless the international community took action, there could be disastrous

results for the marine ecosystem and for peace within the state $~m.

100 Bernard H. Oxman. "The Third Unitc:dNations Conference on the L.awofthe
Sea: The Tenth Session." 4.

101 Roben Friedheim. Negotiating the New Ocean Regime 33.

102 Ibid.. 33.
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2.4.1 Non.fishery Issues

Fishery questions were not the only topics discussed at UNCLOS ill; rather

negotiations proceeded slowly through many sessions on various marine related topiCS. IOl

Three key issues concentrated on during the negotiation process were neac·shore ocean

resources, preservation of movement rights. and access to deep-ocean resources. loo A major

stumbling block to the ratification of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention was the deep

seabed mining issue. 10:1 Disagreements on the non.fisbery issues caused coastal states to fear

that the conservation measures. wbich they desired. would not be accepted. 106

UNCLOS ill negotiations witnessed an attempt by newly empowered nations

(African·A.sian) and anti-imperialists (Latin-American) to push the north (developed

countries) into accepting enclosure decrees. These nations wished to keep foreign vessels

further from their shorelines. Their underlying motive was to push the developed nations to

accept the New International Economic Order.107

tOJ Parzival Copes. "The Impact of UNCLOS 01." 217.

100 Raben Friedheim. Negotiatigg the New Ocean Regime. 74.

10:1 John R. Stevenson and Bernard H. Oxman. ""The Future of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea," American Journal of Imernational Law 88 (1994);
488.

lOS ParzivalCope5, "The ImpactofUNCLOS 01."218.

107 Raben Friedheim, Negotiating the New Ocean Regime 28.
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Much ofthe debate al.tbe Conference revolved around whose intereslS should prevail.

the national intereslofiodividual states or the intemationalcommunity'scommoo inlc:reSt. 101

Since fannal intematiooal fisheries regulations did DOt exist, individual sta1CS made their

own decision on whether or not to cooperate in the ocean management regime. One topic

related to ftshcries on the high seas and within EEZs was thai. of highly migratory species

and straddling stocks. TIle framers of UNCLOS mwished not to give coastal states sole

jurisdiction over the determination of quotas and who could catch the species within the

EEZ. let alone outside the 2ClO-mile limit. Negotiators felt that migratory species should be

managed as a unit but at the same time be exempt from coastal state management, even when

the species are present in their EEZ.lot

Land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States propelled their own agenda.

arguing thai they should be compensated for the Joss of access to fisheries or smaller

coastliDcs caused by the extension of the EEZ. 110~ couobies would be dependent on

the other countries' EEZs for exploitation of living resources because they would not have

the same level of access. Many of these states required access to these resources in order to

101 Reoe-Jcan Dupuy and Daniel Vignes. A Handbook: of the New Law of the Sea,
1015.

lot Roben Friedheim, NeAAtialjng the New Ocean Regime, 167.

110 William T. Burke, The N!!;w International Law orfjsberies (Oxford: Clarendon
Press. 1994), 70.
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meet the nutritional requirements of their people.111

Smaller countries, from Latin America. Africa, and Asia also came to the

negotiations with an agenda. Some wanted to convince the nations of the world to accept

a true r~s communislll and accord inlernational organizations the responsibility of managing

the oceans for all the people of the world. 11l

The framers ofthe 1982 Law ofthe Sea Convention combined principles ofcommon

heritage and the freedom of the seas to build an agreement which would be beneficial to the

world's oceans.II' During negotiations there was relatively little disagreement on the

fisheries aspects in comparison to other topics.

An area ofdisagreement in the fisheries section was thequcstion ofhighly migratory

and straddling slocks. A difficulty with these stocks was that the expanded EEZ did not

account for mobility of fish stocks or the fact that the catch in one area influences the fish

stocks in other zones. lIS Questions related to straddling stocks and highly migratory species

were also an area of debate after the extension of the EEL One area of disagreement thaI

III Ibid., 71.

III R~s Communis - common to all, used and enjoyed by everyone. Henry
Campbell Black, Blacks Law Dictionary, (St. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing
Company, 1968), "RES COMMUNIS;' p.I469.

III Robert Friedheim, Negotiating the New Ocean Regime 28.

110 Mark W. Zacher and James G. McConnell, "Down to the Sea.." 73.

Ilj William T. Burke, "Highly Migratory Species in the New Law of the Sea."
Oc:ean Develooment and InlerDational Law 14 (1984): 275.
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many states felt was oot dealt with .x:qu.ately was stntddliog stocks and highly migratory

species. This led to a Canadian proposal supponed by a coalitioo of states including

Australia. Cape Verde. Iceland. Phillippioes. Sao Tome. Priocipc.Scncgal md Sierra Leone

which would have required compulsory dispute settlement in case of disagreements on

proposed conservation measures between stateS. 116 Many coastal states abandoned the

thought of having an agreement before the depletion of the world's fish stocks. ln

2.5 IntroductioD to RdeYUt AJ1ides for rtsbuy Management

10 designing UNa..os. negotiators attempted to lICCOIIlIIlOdaI the intcn:st5 of the

nations involved The principle of freedom oftbe high seas continued to be an integral part

of the Convention; however. restrictions and guidelines were made for- the prottttion of the

marine ecosystem. The 1982 Convention was divided intodifferenl areas ofjurisdiction and

interesL Some of the important topics related to fisheries included the Exclusive Economic

Zone. the High Seas. and the Conservation and Management of Uving Rcsowt:es.

II' Edward L Miles and William T. Burke, "Pressures on the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 Arising from the New Fisheries Conflicts: The
Problem of Straddling Stocks," Ocean [)evelQDroent and IntemationalLaw 20 (1989);
344.

In Parrival Copes,-rhe Impae:tof UNCLOS DI." 218.
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The concept of the exclusive economic rooe was a centra.! element in the

contemponry development ofttle law of the sea. In the debate on the exclusive economic

zone the biggest controversy was between coastal and distant·water fishing states. Coastal

states wanted a largerexclusive economic zone in order to control what took place in the seas

near their coastline. whereas the distant-water states felt this infringed on their rights under

the freedom of the seas.

During the negotiation pnx:ess. states expessed a diverse range of opinions 00 the

issue oftbe exclusive economic zooe. Canada. m:laod and Italy were oftbe view thaI the

EEZ was acompromise in which coocessions wen: made to various states. while recoDCiling

the interests of all states.1I, One oppoocnt to the EEZ was Somalia which was against the

internationalization of the exclusive economic zone. II ' Iraq also opposed the provisions on

the EE2; 1:lCI wllile. Thailand'$ delegates abstained from voting on the EEZ provisions because

they believed that the EEZ would have an advene affect on their population. 111 Iceland

advocated the EEZprovisions. along with Canada, arguing it was oecessaryforcoastal states

00 have control over Living~ within the 200-mile fEZ. Trinidad and Tobago took.

II' United Nations. Yearbook oew United Nations - 1982 (New York:
Columbus University Press. 1983) 196.

ll'lhid.,I96.

1:lCIlhid.,I96.

llllhid.,199.
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the position that the Convention did not deal sufficiently with land-locked and

geographically disadvantaged Slates, and raised concerns about their access to resources and

the sharing of benefits among all states. 122

Anicles 55 through 75 of the Convention are especially relevant to the EEZ. In

Article 55, the exclusive economic zone is defined as including all areas adjacent and beyond

the territorial sea extending up to 200 nautical miles. 12J Coastal states are given rights,

jurisdiction and duties within the EEZ by Article 56. A coastal state holds a sovereign right

to explore, exploit, conserve, and manage both the living and non-living resources of the

water, the seabed and the subsoil according to Article 56 (I)(a) of the Convention. States

hold jurisdiction over artificial islands, installations and structures, scientific research, and

protection and preservation of the marine environment as specified in Article 56 (I}(b).l~

Although coastal Slates possess jurisdiction and privileges in the EEZ, they also have

duties toward other slates and must act according to the Convention. Panicularly, coastal

states are required to adopt conservation measures for the exclusive economic zone.115

122 Ibid., 199.

123 United Nations, United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,
AlConf.621122, 7 October 1982, Hereafter referred to as~ Article 55.

l~ Hugh Kindred, International Law: Chiefly As Intemreted and Applied in
Canada 4th edition, (Canada: Edmond Montgomery Publications Limited, 1987) 740 and
United Nations, UNCLOS, Article 56.

115 United Nations,~,Article 56 (2) and Barbara Kwiatkowska,:IJK..2QQ
Mile Exclusive Economic Zone in the New Law oflbe Sea (Dordrecht: Maninus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1989),204.
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Non-coastal states also possess rights and jurisdiction in lhe exclusive economic

zone, as outlined in Article 58. Within the EEZ of coastal states. all states possess freedom

ofnavigation and overflighL Notwithstanding this. Article 58(3) specifies that allswes must

comply with the laws and regulations of coaslal states that are adopted in accordance wilh

the Convention and existing intemationallaw. l
:l6

Article 59 discusses dispute resolution regarding jurisdiction in the EEZ.. When a

conflict arises between coastal and other states interests. the dispute should be resolved on

the basis of equity and consider the relevant circumstances and interests of all counnies.l:I1

Conservation of living resources is dealt with in Article 61. This section gives

coastal states the right to detennine the allowable catch in their exclusive economic zone.

When making decisions on the allowable catch. states need to consult the best scientific data

in order to ensure conservation and the management oftbe resources by not over- exploiting

the stocks within the EEZ. Specifically. Article 61 (2) makes mention that coastal states and

international organizations. including regional and sub-regional organizations. should

cooperate in the coUecting of scientific data. This article suggests that states should utilize

the information to detennine the maximum sustainable yield while considering fishing

patterns and interdependence of stocks. When states are formulating management policy

126 United Nations. UNCLOS Article 58.

127 Ibid., Article 59.
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lbey must consider the effect their policies may have on associated and interdependent

species.us

Allbough coastal states~ asked to promote optimum utilization ofliviog resources.

they still have the right to r.:gulate fishing in their EEZ. Article 62 of the Convention

discussed optimum utilization of living resources. According to UNCLOS m. coastal states

determine their own capacity to harvest the catch within their EEL When determining catch

capacities, it is necessary to keep in mind that maximum sustainable yield (MSY) does not

mean full usage of the resource. l29 If coastal states do not have the capacity to harvest the

MSY, they can arrange to let other states catch the surplus. I3O Article 62(3) specifies lbat in

making such arrangements coastal states must consider all relevant factors. including the

requirements ofdeveloping nations when allocating surplus quotas. Also. coastal states must

avoid dislocation of states which have O'aditionally fished in that zone when extending their

EEL According to Article 62 (4). once there is an arrangement nationals that~ fishing in

the EEZ must comply with conservation measures as specified by the coastal state. III

lZi Ibid.• Article 61.

129 William T. Burke, "Highly Migratory Species in the New Law oftbe Sea."
277.

llOHugb Kindred, International Law:, 792-793.

III United Nations,~ Article 62 (4).
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Freedomoffishing the high seas was guaranteed to both coastal and landlockedswes

by Article 87.02 Freedom of the high seas as an activity In~ be c:uried out with~nable

regard for the other usen.UJ

Even though all states have the right and privilege to fish 00 £he high seas, no state,

according to Article 89. can make claims of sovereignty over the high seas. This guarantees

that states cannot make unilateral claims ofjurisdiction over the high seas and is consistent

with the Groatian principle of freedom of the high seas. l
)<-

High seas fishing freedoms are limited by treaty obligations. rights. and duties of

coastal states. Restrictions placed on fishing states' freedom of the high seas are found in

Article 63(2), Articles 64 through 67 and with provisions of Articles 116 through 120.1
"

1be 1982 Convention places a duty on states (0 cooperate in managing and

conserving the resources on the high seas, with the onus on iQtem;ted states to cooperate

together in making decisions about oecessary actiODS on fishery issues. States are

encountged to utilize various commissions or regional organizatioos where appropriate.I.
Acc:on1i.ng to Edward Miles and William Burke, if Article 116 of the Convention is to be

1J2 Ibid., Article 87.

IJ) David Larson. "Conventional, Customary. and Consensual Law." 76.

1:)01 United Nations.~.Artic1e89.

m Ibid., Articles 63. 64. 65. 66.67. Il6. 117, 118,1l9. 120.

136 R.R. CburchhilI and A.V. Lowe. The Law oftbe Sea 235.
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effective. it is oecessary for the in~tationof the Convention to allow superior- rights to

the coastal states in matters pertaining to conservation measW'eS. Providing that this article

is interpreted in such a manner. the high-seas fishing Slates would be obliged to comply with

regulations fannulated. by the coastal state.In

Article 117 discusses me obligation of stateS to cooperate in the adoption of

regulations for the conservation of living resources on the high seas. IJI The next Article,

118. is also linked to cooperation by the faa that states are asked to cooperate in the

conservation and management of the living resources of the high seas. Cooperation is to take

place in the negotiation of measures for- the conservation ofresourtts and the establishment

of regional or sub-regional organizations.I.JII ft is hoped that through such arrangements

regional cooperatioo will be fostered. lOG

Conservatioo of me living resources aCme high seas is emphasittd in Article 119.

States must determine the total allowable catch and set the maximum sustainable yield based

m Edward Miles and William Burke., "'Ptessure.s on the United Nations
Convention 00 the Law of the Sea." 352.

1llUnitedNations.~ArticleI17.

I:l' [bid-Article 118.

I~ ElisabeUt Mann Borgese. "The Process of Creating an International Ocean
Regime to Protect me Ocean's Resources." freedom of the Seas in the Twenty First
Century· Ocean Governance and Environmental Harmony. cd. Ion Van Dyke. Durwood
2aelke and Grant Hewison. (Washington: Island. Press, 1993); 34.



aD the best scientific data available.I.e This scientific data needs to be contributed to by

swes and exchanged through appropriate regional. subregional orglobal organizations. The

goal is to maintain and restore the fish stocks so that they can produce at MSY levels. When

establishing measures. it is necessary to consider the effect on associated species. Acconfiog

to Burke. Article 119 is innovative in its provisions for the conservation of living resources

because of the departure from the use of maximum sustainable yield as a goal for

conservation. IU Even though this section deals with sustainability. the prohibition of gear

is ootdiscussed which weakens the sustainabilityprinciple. l
•

l While the Convention section

on Conservation and Management of the Living Resources on the High Seas places a duty

00 states to cooperate. '"as appropriate." essentially through the es~lishmentof regional

fisheries organizations. and suggests that principles and rules set out in other parts of the

Convention with respect to fisheries specifically those Articles 63 (2) and 64 to 70. are

applicable to the high seas. the wording begs many legal and practical issues wttich are likely

to arise. As examples. ODe might simply raise two: What if states enter into negotiations.

but can DOt reach agreement1 What if the level of cooperation is dc:emcd satisfactory by

some. but DOt other fisbiog states in a dcfioed region? The process and issues at I.

1.1 MltJt.imum Sustainable Yield (MSY) is the highest sustainable yield for a
particular fish stock.. Joseph Gough and Trevor Kenchington. A Glossary of Fisheries
~ (Halifax: Supply and Services Canada. 1995).24 and United Nations.~
Nations Convention on the Law oftbeSea. Article 119.

Iq William T. Burke. The New International Law of Eisheries• 111·112.

100 Ibid. 113.
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multilateral level are much more protracted and complicated than bilateral negotiations.

Adjudication on questions of whether or not states are negotiating seriously within the

context of the Convention or on factual questions such as maximum sustainable yield or

interdependency ofstocks can beendless. The intertwined and unresolved political demands

and applicable legal principles are too closely framed. Indications of these problems above,

were already evident at the initial negotiations. And, in retrospect, filling the gaps would

have to await future conferences and meetings. l
....

A significant development in UNCLOS mis compulsory dispute senJementforhigh-

seas fishing disputes. The recommended means for solving disputes includes: conciliation,

mediation. arbitration, the International Court of Justice and the International Tribunal for

the Law of the Sea.I.' There is also an obligation on States to negotiate conservation

measures according to Article 118. 1.c6

According to William T. Burke, the 1982 United Nations Lawofthe Sea Convention

reversed the burden of proof: conservation measures are to be in place even if scientific data

is not available when making decisions- the pR:Cautionary principle. In Although this was

I .... United Nations,~ Article 116. Article 116 (b) reads. ''the rights and
duties as well as the interests of coastal states are provided for, inter alia, in article 63,
paragraph 2, and articles 64 to 67." In~ alia refers to all fishing related matters in the
Convention. Hence. which is to predominate in a fishing area vis-a-vis the nationals of
non-coastal states: the interests and rights of the coastal state or its duties.

I.' R.R. Cburchhill and A.V. Lowe. The Law of the Sea, 332-337.

I.c6William T. Burke, The New Inwnational !..awofFjsheries 124.

1.1 Ibid.• 129.
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not widely accepted u the time the Convention was drafted. it has gained credibility in

n::cc:ot years foc both policy-makers and fishery management officials.

Freedom of fishing is not applicable to all fish stocks. In UNCLOS m. certain stocks

have restrictions placed on theirexploitation including: highly migrauxyspecies (Article64);

marine animals (Article 65); anadromous (Article 66); catadromous (Article 67): and cenain

cetaceans.I'"
One difficulty in the conservation of marine resoutte5 is when fish stoCks occur

within two or more EEZ's and in areas beyond the EEZ. Article 63 addresses this matter

specifying that coastal states. through regional or sub-regional organizations, must agree on

the coordination of conservation for the species. Emphasis is on cooperation which places

the onus on the coastal states and those who fish in the areas adjacent to the exclusive

economic zones to cooperate in order to preserve the species.I"

2..5.3 StnddliDgS-.

Various states including Australia, Canada. Cape Verrle. Iceland, the Phillippioes.

Sao Tome, Principe, Seoegal. and Sierra leone proposed additional measures to strengthen

article 6300 straddling stoCks. lbey advoca1ed mandatory provisions and the establishment

ofan international tribunal to prescribe definitive measures in areas wbere coastal states and

14 United Nations,~,Articles 64, 65, 66. 67.

·"Ibid., Article 63.
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fishing slates could not negotiate a solutioO.I50 However, because these states were mainly

coastal Slates and oot a powerful group, they were unsuccessful in strengthening the article

on straddling stocks.

According to Article 63, straddling stocks are defined as "where the same stocks or

associated species occur both within the exclusive economic zone of two coastal states" or

"both within the exclusive economic zone and in an area adjacent to the zone. m The

concern about straddling stocks has increased since the extension ofthe exclusive economic

zones because stocks that would have been in the high seas may now be present in the EEZ's

of various countties.

2.SA Migratory Species

Article 64 on the highly migratory species is similar to Article 63, in that itasks Slates

to cooperate through international organizations to promote optimum utilization and ensure

conservation of the fish stocks. Iforganizations do Dot exist, the states are charged with the

task to fonn an appropriate organization. In

I'll United Nations, Yearbook oflb; pnited Nations _ 1982, 199.

1'1 United Nations,~ Article 63.

IS} Ibid., Article 64.
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2.5.5 Anadromous Stocks

Anadromous stocks"l are regulated under Article 66 of UNCLOS m. States in

whose rivers lhe stocks originate have a responsibility to ensure conservation through lhe

establishment of appropriate regulatory measures. According to Article 66(3) lhe

exploitation of anadromous stocks may only lake place in areas landward of lhe exclusive

economic zone, except in cases where states would experience economic dislocation. States

are encouraged to use existing regional organizations. IS<

The EEZ solved certain fishery conservation problems; however, difficulties still

exist wilh anadromous species because they are not confined only to lhe EEZ. Numerous

international agreements exist regulating salmon, an anadromous species.In

2.5.6 Catadromous Species

Under Article 67 catadromousl~ species are regulated and managed by the coastal

state where catadromous species spends most of lhea life span. Similar to anadromous

15l Anadromous Species: reproduce in and inhabit fresh water. They do travel to
the ocean before they spawn. Some anadromous species are: salmon, steel head trout,
sturgeon, and smelL Joseph Gough and Trevor Kenchington, A Glossary of Fisheries
~,ll.

IS< United Nations,~ Article 66.

155 William T. Burke, "Anadromous Species and the New International Law of the
Sea," Ocean Development and Intemationall.aw 22 (1991): 95.

156 Catadromous species spawn in the ocean but live pan of their lives in fresh
water. An example of a catadromous species is the eel. Joseph Gough and Trevor
Kenc:hington, A Glossary of Fisheries Scjence, l2.
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species, catadromous species can only be exploited in the landward aR:as of the exclusive

economic zone. When this species migrates between different economic zones. the states

must regulate the fish stocks through agreements in order to ensure conservation.1S7

2.6 The Law of the Sea Convention

UNCLOS mattempted to accorrunodate the interests of all states. However, as in

any bargaining situation, a cenain amount of dissatisfaction always exists. 1be 1982

Convention allows for the exploitation of the high seas and the living resources within a

framework or regime that attempts to conserve and manage the ecosystem.1jI lbrough the

implementation of such a regime. it is hoped that nations will cooperate and adhere to

regulations in theirown interest, enabling continued harvesting ofme oceans on a sustainable

basis.

On April 30. 1982. the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

adopted the Law of the Sea Convention.l~ Great difficulty has been experienced in the

implementation and ratification of this Convention. States were slow to ratify it. By

November 1986, only 32 States had done SO.I60 On 16 November 1993, Guyana deposited

IS7UnitedNations.~,Article67.

m William T. Burke. The New International Law of Fisheries. 108.

m Kenneth R. Simmonds, U.N. Convention on the Law oflhe Sea· 1982 (New
York: Oceana Publications, 1983), vii.

160 Hugh Kindred, International Law 704.
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the 60th ratification and finally twelve months later. the 1982 United Nations Convention on

the Law of the Sea came into effect.161 Iceland was the only industrialized country that

ratified UNCLOS mbefore 1994.162

The failure of industrialized countries to ratify this agreement was due less to the

fisheries provisions but more to concerns over the fairness and cost of the deep sea-bed

mining regime and the transfer ofteehnology. Compromises were made. with the revisions

being approved in July 1994. With the approval of changes some industrialized countries.

including Australia and Germany, ratified the agreement and it is also anticipated that

Canada and the United StateS will ratify the treaty. 16) Many countries had already developed

their marine laws on the assumption that the Law of the Sea Convention would come into

effect. 16of As of March 14, 1997 116 states ratified the convention. 1M

Even though a lengthy process. the 1982 Law ofthe Sea Convention has finallycome

into force, and at the same time managed to influence states' actions in maritime affairs.

161 D.H. Anderson, ~LOS Convention: Status and Prospects,M Marine Policy 18,
(1994): 496.

162 Ted L. McDorman, "Canada's Aggressive Fisheries Actions: Will They
Improve the Climate for International Agreements." Canadian Foreign Policy. 2 (1994):
9.

16JIbid., 15.

1M John Stevenson and Bernard Oxman. "The Future of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea.~ 488.

1M Oceans and Law of the Sea Homepage,. Status of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, http://www.un.orglDeptsllosllosl94st.htm. March 19,
1997.
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Throughout the process, countries madechanges to their laws and policies in order to operate

within the new legal regime. In effect. the Law of the Sea Convention was implemented

gradually prior to its coming into force. IM lbe importance of this agreement is not only in

its comprehensiveness but also in its demonstration that l60sovereign states worked together

to develop such an agreement.167

The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention is a comprehensive agreement which has

codified customary and as well as broken new ground for the exploitation and regulation of

deep sea-bed resources. However. by the virtue of its comprehensiveness, many specific

interpretations. defmitions, and implementation need to be fine tuned at the regional and

international levels. 168 One such area is that of high seas migratory fish stocks.

166 United Nations. "Law of the Sea Convention: Ten Years Later."~
~15(l993):87.

167 David Larson. "Conventional. Customary, and Consensual Law." n .

168 Elisabeth Mann Borgese. "The Process of Creating and International Ocean
Regime to Protect the Ocean's Resources.~ 33.
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Chapter]

100 .........

3.1 lnttoduc:tioa to Rio

Since the end of the 1982 United Nations Conference on the Law ofttle Sea. a more

holistic and ecological approach to ocean management cmcJ!ed.,.. In part the process was

revitalized by the 1972 conference which drafted lWeDty-three principles and statementS of

objectives on the marine environmeot- Biliana Cicio-Sain and Robert Knecht argue that

prior to Stockholm. international environmental effons were reactive and narrowly

focused. no This new perspective swfaced with the realization that traditional management

failed and proved to be inadequate. l1I 1bere has been an increased focus on the environment

and the sustainability of resoutteS. Evident by the 1992 United Nations Conference on the

Environment and Development (UNCED or Eanh Summit) at Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.

changes in attitude had evolved. These changes brought the principle of sustaioability of

I" Douglas M. Johnston. "Vuloernblc Coastal and Marine: AJus: A Framework
for the Planning of Environmental Security Zones in the Ocean," Ocean Development
and International Law 24 (1993): 63.

no Allan Gotlicb. '"National Jurisdiction and International Responsibility: New
Canadian Approaches to lntemational Law," 18·91 Canadian Council On lnterpatiogaJ
Law Proceedings of the flD! Annual Conference held at the University of Onawa.
Ottawa. Canada October 3.14 1972. Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert W. Knecht,
"Implications of the Earth Summit for Ocean and Coastal Governance,"~
Development and Inlemational Law 24 (1993): 323.

m Peter H. Pearse. "From Open Access to Private Property: Recent Innovations in
Fishing Rights As Instruments of Fu:beries Policy," OceJ.n Development and Inrgnagonal
~23(1992):71.
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living marine~ into the forefront of marine management circles.

By 1992,lhe international community became aware that the Earth could not support

curTent CAploitation levels on the land or the sea. Over sixty percent of the world's

population lives within sixty kilometres oftheshoreline, particularly poorer nations.In With

the world's growing population. many nations became dependent on fish as a major source

of protein because it is relatively inexpensive. Poverty and high birth rates, along with the

iDcreased consumption by developed nations conttibuted to the depletion of fish stoCks.In

The marine environment is only able to maintain such levels briefly and marine catches have

ncan:d the maximum production obtainable. I'M Expansion of fisbc:ries. inadequate

management on the high seas. unregulated fishing, excessive fleetsizes. countries' reflagging

to escape controls. and the use of unreliable databases have led 10 an overall decline of

marine fisheries and the failure of fisheries management.,,,

Over.harvesting is one of many factors that has led to the deterioration offish stocks.

tnShabbirG. Cbeema,"UNDPSwement,"~18(1994): 104.

m Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert W. Knecht, "lmplicarions of Eanh Summit,"
325.

17. Alicia Barcena, ~Some Reflections on a New APIJT03Ch (0 Ocean aDd Coastal
Management," The Marine Envjronmem arxl Sustaipable Development' Law Policy and
~. 21·55 Alastair Couper and Edgar Gold. (Honolulu: Law of the Sea Institute:
1991)2.

m United Nations. Eanb Summit Agenda 21' The Upited Nations Programme of
Action from Rio (New York: United Nations. 1993) 154.
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Other factors ioclude climactic change..I,. variation in the oceans' water temperature. and the

salinity of waIer. which also influenced the life span of ftsh. As with other envirnnmeotal

problems, poUutioo has been a major contributing factor" to the degradatioo of the m.ariDe

environment. All of these elements conaibuted to lite decline of biodiversity within the

world's oceans"'"

The United Nations ConfereoceoD the EnvironmentandDevelopmem(UNCED) was

held at Rio de Janeiro from June 3-14 1992. This conference, known also as the Earth

Summit, was significant in that almost every nation attended. Present were 178 countries,

114 heads of state. 1000 official delegates, and 1.400 non.govemmental organizations. 17I

By baving such large panicipation by all nations, it was obvious that environmental concerns

are high on all ageodas. At the same time a People's Summit took place at the Global

Forum. which was an unofficial confen:.nce held by DOn-governmental organizations, that

produced its own initiatives and dnft treaties. l
1'f lbe basting oftbe Earth Summit is not only

significant in the numbc:rof participants but also i.D that it raised international COnsciOUSDCS5

about environmental issues.

116 Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert W. Knecht, "Implications of the Earth Summit,"
325.

In Douglas Johnston, "Vulnerable Coastal and Marine Areas." 64. and Billana
Cicin-SaiD and Robert Knecht "Implication of the Earth Summit;' 323-353.

171 Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert. W. Knecht, ''Implications of the Earth Summit,"
328.

1'19 AliciaBarcena "Marine Agenda of UNCFD,"~ 18 (1994): 99.
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A significant preliminary meeting to UNCED Conference was a meeting of legal

and scientific experts - held in SL John's, Newfoundland September 5-7, 1990- to discuss

conservation and management ofliving resources ofthe high seas in anticipation offisberies

issues to be discussed at Rio.11G This Conferent..'C on the Conservation and Management of

the Living Resources of the High Seas was the result of a Canadian government initiative to

discuss the issue of conservation and management of high seas fisheries, which it wanted

to bave discussed at UNCED. These included: unregulated fishing, re-flagging of vessels,

hannful fishing practices. over..exploitation. and falsification of records. III This initiative

and the attending participants demonstrate that governments became concerned about the

state of me world's oceans priorto 1992.

The discussions at Rio were wide.ranging, dealing with various aspects of the global

environment. including the marine ecosystem. Fisheries were only one small part of this

conference. However, the fishery discussions have proved to be significant on fisheries in

the long tenn as it has acted as a link between UNCLOS and the Conference on Straddling

Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks. llris international conference produced five major

a~ments:

III International Conference on the Conservation and Management of the Living
Resources of the High Seas. St. John's, Newfoundland, September 5·7, 1990.
Proceedings, Institute of Fisheries and Marine Technology.

111 International Conference on the Conservation and Management of the uving
Resources of the High Seas, SL John's. NF, September 5-1, 1990, Proceedings Institute
ofFisberies and Marine Technology.
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I. Rio Declaration of Principles

2. Convention on Climate Change

3. Convention on Biological Diversity

4. Agenda 21

5. Set of Forest Principles. 182

One important result of the Earth Summit was Agenda 21, a non-binding agreement

which proposed a programme of action for global sustainable development. 183 Agenda 21

provided a general statement on principles and the state of the global environment. This

document became the foundation for fonnulating all forms of environmental policies.

Chapter 17 (Oceans Chapter), the largest in Agenda 21, dealt specifically with the marine

environment and stressed the importance of the oceans and coastal areas as the global life

support system. l84 This chapter will be concentrated on during this analysis as it is directly

related to the fishery issues. It is important to keep in mind that Chapter 17 may be the

longest but it is only one of the 21 chapters. According to Chapter 17. Iiving resources are

to be protected and developed rationally in all seas, including enclosed seas, semi-enclosed

seas and all coastal areas. illS

182 Biliana Cicin·Sain and Robert W. Knecht, "lmplications of the Earth Summit,"
325.

183 United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 3.

184 Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert W. Knecht, "lmplications of the Earth Summit,"
341 and G. Shabbir Cheema, "UNDP Statement," 104.

183 United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 147.
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Rio adopted an ecological perspective for the preservation of the oceans. 1M The

marine environment must be considered an integrated component of the global life support

system that needs to be sustainably developed.ln Ecologically sustainable developmenl

implies safeguarding for future generations resources that can provide a constant yield of

both economic and environmental services. 11II Chapter 17 discussed activities which should

be undertaken to reduce the negative impact on the environment. 119 Particular emphasis was

placed on marine pollution, including both land-based and sea-based pollution.I!ilO

The Earth Summit addressed aspects of the 1982 Convention of the Law of the Sea

that had failed to be implemented, particularly straddling stocks and highly migratory

species. UNCWS ill dealt primarily with rights and obligations of states. With changes at

the global level, a necessity has arisen for a new inlegrated and precautionary approaches to

be adopted in the decision-making process. The failure to integrate may result in

catastrophic occurrences for the interdependent and diverse marine environment. Decision-

II' Douglas M. Johnston, "Vulnerable Coastal and Marine," 69.

187 Ibid., 69. United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 147.

188 Michael Potier "Cost Effectiveness in Coastal Zone Management," Marine
~ 18 (1994): 121.

189 U. Barg and UN Wijkstrom, "Environmental Management Options for Coastal
Fisheries and Aquaculture," Marine Policy 18 (1994): 127.

1!ilO Parvis S. Towfighi, "Integrated Planning and Management of Coastal Areas,"
Marine Policy 18 (1994): 107.
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makcn: must take appropriate action lhat is cautious even ifdata is unavailable at the time.I'1

Historically, ocean management regimes bave been reactive but in the c;urm)t climate. it is

oece:ssary for regimes to become proactive and anticipatory in order to avoid stock depletion

and conflicts. It:!

During Rio. new emphasis was placed on regional organizations. A new imponance

was also placed on strengthening the roles of non-governmental organizations. recognizing

the need for local organizations or authorities to playa vital role in the management of the

ocean resources.I'tJ However, AgeDda 21 does DOl specify local authorities as the sole unit

ofdecision·rnaking for-the managing ofcoastal authorities. Only vague refereDCCS are made

to local authorities and the need to act as partners in consultation with business. academia

and user groups. I'"

3.2 Oeean Topics at the Earth Swnmit

At the Rio conference six ocean topics were discussed.

l. integrated management of coastal areas and exclusive economic zones

2. marioe poUution prevention and control

1'1 United Nations, United Nations Eanh Summit 148.

It:! Alicia Barcena, "Some Reflections on a New Approach," 25.

It') United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 270.

I'" Konrad Otb-Zimmennan. "Local Implementation of Agenda 21.~~

f2lig 18 (1994): 112-113.
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3. sustainable utilization of living marine resources

4. strengthening of international and regional cooperation

s. addressingcritical uDCertainties for ocean management and climate change

6. human resource developmenLI'JS

33 Agenda 21: Program AJ'eas

Chapter 17 (Ocean Chapter) of Agenda 21 discussed seven major program areas.

These program areas were linked to the six ocean topics. The seven program areas include:

1. integration of management and sustainable development

2. marine environmental protection

3. sustainable use and conservation of marine resowces of the high seas

4. sustainable use and conservation of marine resources under national
jurisdiction

s. ~ing critical uncertainties for the management of the marine
environment and climate change

6. strengthening regional and intematiooaJ cooperation and coordination

7. sustainable development of small islaDds.I"

I~ Biliana Cicin-5ain and Roben W. Knecht, "Implications of the Earth Summit,"
337.

I!l6Ibid,34I_346.
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3A FISheries COllsuntioD Issues

3.4.1 Integrated Ma..aagaaent aDd Sustainable DeTdopme:nt

fDtegratcd management and sustainable development of coastal and marine areas.

including the exclusive economic zone. was addressed in paragraph 17.5 ofAgenda 21. This

section emphasized the need fOf" coastal states to integrate policy·malting. decisioo-making

and insti[Utions. as well as the importance of applying preventive and pl"CCautionary

approaches. l
," StateS were asked to cooperate among themselves to prepare natiooal

guidelines for integrated coastal management. This chapter placed particular emphasis on

the need for bilateral and multilateral cooperation. 1ft

3A.2 Marine Environmental Protection

This program area called upon states to reduce land-based and sea·based pollution

through pm:autiooary and anticipatory rneastU'eS. Land-based pollution accounts fOl'" over

70 pcrc:ent of lbe total marine pollution levels. and maritime tn.n.sport and dumping QCh

account for a further 10 per cent of the total. I
" Proposed action plans included, use of

~autionarymeasures. environmental impact assessments. ~ycling.and improving and

building waste treatment facilities.:lDO 1bere were also discussions on mea5uttS to Limit [he

l'11lbid.• 34I.

l"Ibid.• 342.

199 United Nations. United Nations Earth Summit, 150.

1lXIlbid., ISO.
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amount of marine environmental degrndation by utilizing the already existing inrematiooal

3.A.3 Sustainable Use aDd Cooservation of Marine Resources of the High Seas

Sustainability of high-seas marine resources has evolved inlo an imponanl issue as

the resuJ.tofthe expansion oflbe high-seas fishery over the last decade. Five pacent of the

total global catch takes place on the high seas.:!IlZ In this program area linkages were made

to UNCLOS m. Chapter 17 asked states to adopt the Convention without final details and

use it as a basis for fishery conservation. Currently. inadequacies cltist in high-seas fishery

management, which has led to the over utili.zation of marine resources. The failLll'C of high-

seas fishery management can be attributed to problems of unreliable databases. ref1agging

of vessels 10 escape control. large fleet sizes and use of selective gear.1lIJ 1bis section

addressed straddling stocks and highly migratory species and deals with the necessity for

coopera.ti.oo between nations which fish on the high seas. An emphasis was placed 00 the

need for II multi-species approach for the management of this resource.zoo Delegates at the

conference n:cognized that there is aD interdependency of fish stocks and the whole

.1 BHiana Cicin.sain and Robert W. Knecht. "'Implications of the Earth Summit,"
342.

10l United Nations, United Nations Eanh Summit. 1$4.

1lIJIbid., 1S4.

10< United Nations, United Nations Eanh Summit. 154; Oiliana Cicin-Sain and
Roben W. Knecht uImplications of the Eanh Summit," 343-)44.
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ecosystem must be considered in decision-making. It also recognized the need for state

cooperatioo through appropri~ orpnizations. This program area~ the wod of

the International Whaling Commission aDd the Inter-American Tropical TUM Commission.

In this program area negotiators committed their countries to punuc the conservation aDd

sustaioability of marine living resowt:es on the high seas. Agenda 21 included a list of

objectives which needed 10 be met before the sustainability of the high seas could be

ellSwM.:Im According to Article 17.49 cooperation should occur through regional.

subregional and other global levels while adhering 10 the 1982 United Nations Convention

on the Law of the Sea. With the emphasis placed on adherence to UNCLOS mStates were

once again encouraged to ratify the conventiOD.

3AA Sustainable Use aad ConJenoatioa of MariDe Resources UDder Natiooal
Juri<dktioo

11ris program uea was coocemed with national jurisdiction over1heconservation of

marine resources. Slates committed themselves to developing fisheries which met their

peoples' nuoitional needs. while minimizing the catch. using selective gear and protecting

eDdangc:rc:d species and ecologically sensitive areas. Concern for developing countties was

expressed in the request for the transferring to them of fisheries and aquaculture

:1m United Nations, tJpjtqi Nations Earth Summit. 154.
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teehnology.~ One management related activity in this program area is the implementation

of UNCLQS m and the addressing of sttaddling stocks and highly migratory species

issues.'1fP

3A.5 Strengthening of Regional Cooperation and Coordination

The lack of coordinated activity has been a problem in the international system. In

this program area. coastal states were asked to cooperate through the use of organizations.

be they bilateral. multilateral or regional. States must assess the living resources and develop

an inventory of over-utilized and under-utilized species.(I7.80.a) The topic of

implemeDtation of sustainable usage strategies that take into account artisanal fishers, local

communities and the indigenous people was discussed at the Rio Conference. lltis section

also asked states to strengthen the legal and regulatory framework to allow for improved

management,enforcement and surveillance. The program area streSsed the sustainable usage

of the marine environment for food. industry and recreation. lIlII Discussion of such mat!Crs

demonstrated a growing understanding of the need for coordinated action by all users of the

global commons.

106 Biliana Cicio-Sain and Roben W. Knecht, "Implications of the Earth
Summit," 344.

1C1I United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 157.

lIlIIIbid.• 157.
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3.4.6 AddressiDc Critical Uucerta1nties for the Maaagemmt or the Maribe
En'tironment aad Climate CbaDae

This program~ emphasized the need for proper scientific information. data and

better forecasting of future conditions because of the marine environment's sensitivity to

climate and atmospheric change.209 This section urges the use of the precautionary approach

as a method to address uncertainty and the potential effect of climactic change. Fonnation

of global databases and improved methodologies are methods to address the lack ofscientific

data and information..210 It is DeCCSsary foc states to exchange data and cooperate in

conducting scientific research in order to deal with the uncertainties present in the curt'Cnt

marine management and conservation ~gimc.

3A.7 Strengthening International Cooperation

The topic of cooperation was emphasized throughout the Rio process, as evident in

the program areadcvoted to the strengthening ofintemational cooperation and coordination,

including regional organizations. Coopemion at the international level is needed to assist

national efforts in the conservation and management of the mariDeecosystem. 11tis program

area emphasized the need to link. regional institutions and the United Nations system. By

coordinating efforts. it may be possible to limit duplicatioo. provide better data and take a

2OtIbid.. 159.

JlO Biliana Cicio-Sain and Robert W. Knecbt, "Implications of the Earth Summit,"
344-34S.
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broader approach to marine issues?U This program area assens that nations commit 10 the

formation of institutional arrangemenlS to perfonn various tasks including the gathering and

distribution of scientific information. Regional fishery organizations~ examples of the

outcome from this program ~a.m

3.4.8 Sustainable Development oC Small Islands

The emphasis placed on small islands stems both from their size and their fragile

ecological environmenlS.m Moreover, small islands are frequently economically

disadvantaged because of their location anddistanee from markelS. This program ~aasked

nations to adopt and implement programmes for the sustainable development and usage of

marine and coastal resources. While carrying out this development, nations must ensure

biOOivcrsity and improvement of life for the people on the islands. Nations are to assist the

islands to deal with environmental changes and help reduce their impact 00 the resources.m

111 United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit. 162

212 Biliana Cicin-Sain and Roben W. Knecht "Implications of the Earth Summit,"
345-346.

213 United Nations, United Nations Earth Summit, 163.

ll·Ibid.,I64.
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3.5 Summary

The Rio Conference managed [0 raise awareness of the global environmental

situation, including the fisheries. lbrough the brief examination of the issues from Rio it is

possible to gain an understanding of the international concerns. As a result of Rio and the

continuing global fisheries crisis a conference on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory

Species was held in New York in 1994. Rio was a major conference in raising concern for

environmental issues and by hosting this conference and future conferences it highlights the

sluggish development of intemationallaw.
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Cbapter4
S_Slo<ks aDd H;ghIy M;ora"""S_

4.1 Iotroductory Explanation 01 Issues Relating to Straddling Stocks and Mignltory
Slo<ks

As global ocean management evolved. ooe CODCem which re-emerged at Ute top or

lhe international community's agenda was the management or straddling and highly

migratory stocks, Evolution in the intemationallaw orthe sea. particularly the extension or

the exclusive economic zone to 200 miles, bas heightened anxiety about these species, as was

evident during the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro.

A rocal point or concern at the Earth Summit fishery discussions was the issue or

highly migratory species and straddling stocks, since these stocks cross different national

boundaries. The conference indicated that states' attitudes towanls conservation had

changed and that they realized that systemic problems existed in the ocean management

regime. Even though a change in anitude occurred, there persisted a debate between coastal

states and distant- water fishing states.

Delegates to the Earth Summit agreed to conduct another conference to discuss the

issue or straddling stocks and highly migratory species. While the Earth Summit covered

many subjects and reached general conclusions, the oecessity to deal with certain issues in

greater detail was recognized. In 1993, under lhe auspices or the United Nations, a

Conference on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks was beld. The General

Assembly through Resolution 47/192 TCquested that nations find solutions ror problems
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related to the high seas.m The goal of lhis conference was to negotiate an agreement that

would bind both coastal and distant-water fishing states to conserve and manage the high.

seas fisheries and to adopt mechanisms for the peaceful resolution of disputes.216 The

convening of this Conf~ncem;ulted from the inability of coastal states and distant· water

fishing states to cooperate in the management and conservation of fish stocks. In part. the

inability to cooperate led to the catastrophic coUapse of fish stocks. such as the decimation

of the nonhero cod stocks. ll7

The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea made provisions for

high-seas conservation, highly migratory fish stocks. straddling fish stocks. and catadromous

and anadromous species. As noted in the previous discussion on UNCLOS m. the articles

dealing with these species were vague as a result of the states' failure to agree on the types

and mechanisms of conservation measures which should be taken. According to Miles and

Burke, after 1982 many felt that the subject of straddling stocks area had not been dealt with

sufficiently.m

m United Nations, Background Release, United Nations Confereng and Highly
Migratory Stocks To Be Held at Headguarteq 15·26 August. SealI432, II August 1994.
Hereafter cited as UNSEACOM.

216 UNSEACOM, Background Release, 'Third Part of First Session of the
International Seabed Authgrity Kingston 7-18 August. SEA/1491. 1 August 1995.

217 Evelyne Meltzer, "Global Overview of Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks: The Non-sustainable Nature of High Seas Fisheries," Ocean Development and
International Law 25 (1994): 255.

m Edward L. Miles and William T. Burke, "Pressures on the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea," 343.
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Although straddling stocks and highly migratory species were covered at UNCLOS

m, a "soft approach"lL9 was taken. because delegates did DOt perceive a sense of urgency.

In the intervening years, however species began to be fully utilized or over utilized. For

example. southern blue fin tuna evidenced a declining biomass. and albacore tuna were fully

and intensively exploited..110 The goal of the 1993 Conference was to develop more specific

rules for the management offish stocks while maintaining principles of the 1982 Law of the

SeaConvcntion.~l Even though UNCLOS mtaelded important topics ofhigh seas fisheries,

problems continue with the enforcement of regulations. With the lack ofenforcement, state

practice has risen in importance for the purpose of regulation but has also led to an

alternative problem - the lack of uniformity.2Zl

Also at the Eanh Summit, the international community was asked to draw upon the

scientific and technical expertise of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO). The

FAO was asked to identify problems related to the conservation and management of

m "Soft Approach" is being used to describe the fact that regulations were not
clearly outlined in the Law of the Sea Convention but rather states were encouraged to
manage these stocks cooperatively.

no Evelyne Meltzer. "Global Overview of Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks," 324.

211 David A. Balton. "Strengthening the Law of the Sea: the New Agreement on
Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks." Ocean I)cvelopment and
International Law 27 (1996): 125.

m William T. Burke, "Unregulated High Seas Fishing and Ocean Governance,"
235-271 Freedom of the Seas in the 21st Century: Ocean Governance and Environmental
lIiI:mmlY cd. by Jon M. VanDyke. Durwood Zaelke and Grant Hewison (Washington:
Island Press. 1993), 248.
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stnlddling stocks and highly migratory species along with ways fO improve Stale coopcn.tion

and to make appropriate recommendations.::J

In its report. the FAD confirmed the view lhat management and over fishing was a

high-seas problem.UI After 1982. a gru.t redistribution of sea wealth took place with the

creation of the exc1u.si ve economic zones. By creating the EEZ.coastal states were given full

authority over most living and non.living resources of the sea in the area up to 200 miles.=

With this redistribtItion of ocean resources states were asked to implement legislation which

would guarantee the rights and obligations of all states on the high seas.

4..2 Conflict OD the Hi"" Seas

According to the Food and Agriculnue Organization. the declining oc.:cans and

increased ~ conflict led to IUgb seas ocean management dominating international

relatioDS.23 Other areas which have experienced conflict include:

1. the Bay of Biscay when: the Spanish and Freoch foogbt over tuna;

m Inu:mationaJ Institute for SllSrainah1c Development. Earth Negotiations
Bulletip' A Daily Reponon the BAA Substantive Session oflhe Stn!ddljng Fish Stocks
and Highly Mimtory Stocks Conference Volume?, No. 44 Monday 24 July 1995.
http://www.iisd.callinkages.

:120 United Nations, "Law of the Sea Convention:' 69.

m David A. Balton, "Strengthening the Law of the Sea," 129.

l2Ii Food and Agriculture Organization. World Review of High Seas and Highly
Mjmtory fish Speciet and Stnd4!ing Stocks FIsheries Circular 858, (Rome: Food and
Agriculture Organizatioo of the United Nations, 1993), 1.
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2. the Russian threatofmiliWYacDon against any foreign vC$SC1s in the eDClave of the
SeaOkhotsJc.;

3. the Costa Rican seizure of four American vessels in ttansit through its EEZ.m

Evidence of conflict has been seen 00 Canada's east coast wbeR: nWDCn)U5 disagreements

have occurred between Canada and the Europeans over fishing quotas.:ED Although

European vessels have fished forcod 00 the Gnmd Banks and the Aemish cap forcentunes.

extension of the exclusive economic zone to 200 miles and a dramatic decline of stocks has

led to several receotconfl'Ontatioos. especially with Spain.m In 1994. priorto the Conference

on Straddling and Highly Migratory Species heightened tensions and conflict level existed

between Canada and other fishing nations. In April 1994, Canada seized the~

for contravening NAFO and Canadian fishing regulations.no On March 9, 1995. Canadian

Officials pursued the Spanish vessel the~ for four hours. The vessel was charged with

undersized catch violations. failure to stop and the throwing of gear overboard. Upon

inspection it was detenniDed that there was undersized Del with a mesh liner. 79% of fish

m David A. Balton. ~Strengtbening the Law oftbe Sea." 131.

m Government of Canada.. DepartmeDt of Fisheries and Oceans. "Canada Seizes
Spanish Trawler,"~ NR.HQ-95.29E, March 9.1995.

Z29 Michael Sean Sullivan "The Case in International Law for Canada's Extension
of Fisheries Jurisdiction Beyond 200 Miles" Ocean Development and {mg-pational Law
28 (1997): 213.

Z30Ibid.,219.
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were undersized, a secret hold containing fish that were under moratorium (Amc:ric;m plaice).

and the vessel was in possessioa of double logs.lJl

Other parts of the world wbicb have experienced conflict include the Bay of Biscay

where theF~h and Spanish fought over who had the right to fish fOl'" tuna. the Bering Sea

when: collapse ofthe valuable pollock stocks led tOAmeriCUl aDd Russiandomestic pressure

to stop over fishing by Japan, the People's Republic of China. the Republic of Korea and

Poland, including the threat of Russian military action against fon:ign vessels fishing in the

small enclave ofthe Sea ofOlchotsk and the Costa Rican seizun:. in its EEZ. of an American

vessel which was not equipped with appropriate fishing gear.:z:I1 These examples ofconllicts

between coastal and distant water fishing states demonstrate how frustratioD can escalate to

outright conflict.

4.3 CoDfereoce on Stradd1i.ar; and BiehlY Micralor)' Fisb Stocks

With the increase in tension and the decline of stocks, the need arose to sm:ngthen

the sections on straddling aJXI highly migratory stocks of the Law of the Sea Convention.

1be requirement to implement the suggestions made at Rio, led to the United Nations giving

states adirective to address issues of me high-seas fishery through aconference on stnlddling

stocks. The sense of urgeDCY had finally become evident n:sulting in the hosting nf an

131 Ibid., 223.225.

131 David A. Balton "Strengthening the Law of me Sea.," 131.
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international confCR:nce.DJ According to Confcn:oce Chairman Satya Nandan. the gloomy

outlook for the ftsh slOCks led to a new cballenge - DOt only fomwlating conservation

meas~. but also ensuring the implementation of accessary measures.Do< At the outset.

states realized the need to agree on a pact based on the precautionary approach to prolCCt the

marine environment and its living components. However. two viewpoints clashed: distant-

waterfisbing nations asserted that stocks need to be managed as a biological unit withQutany

political or other arbitrary boundaries, while coastal staleS argued that such an approach

constitutes an infringement upon their jurisdictional rights in the: EEZ.m

Numerous sessions were held leading up to the ftnal negotiated te:ltt of the: 1995

United Nations Agreement on Straddling SlOCks and Highly Migratory Species. 1D January

1993, a preliminary Uniled Nations ~paratory meeting took place: in St. John's,

Newfoundland. with participants coming from like miodc:d coastal states. Five discussion

papc:tS resulted from this mc:eti.og.

I. man.agement principles

2. fishing by non-contraeting parties

m UNSEACOM, Second Substantive Se!tsion of UN Conferenc; on Stm!dlina
and Highly Migratory Fish Stoeks New vort: 14-31 March 4200 meeting (AM) 31
March 1994 SEA/1424: I.

Dol Intemational Institute: for Sustainable Development "Summary of the FlI$t
Substantive Session of the UN Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly
Migratory Stocks" Earth Negotiating Bulletin 7 (16) Monday 2, August t993: 1.

m Max Collen. "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management: A
Critical Analysis of the UN Conference on SlI'addling Fish Stocks." I>J.!housie Journal of
~4(1995),16.
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3. surveillance, control and enforcement on the high seas

4. special problems of developing nations

5. remedies for the violation of conservation measures.2
J(i

A separate treaty, negotiated by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

influenced the 1995 Straddling Stock and Highly Migratory Species Agreement. The FAO

agreement dealing with the re-flagging of vessels became a section of the International Code

of Conduct for Responsible Fishing. A related agreement developed by the FAD was the

Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and Management

Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas, November 1993.237 The compliance

agreement built upon flag state responsibilities cited in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention.

This new agreement clarifies state duties and responsibilities for their vessels but does not

address the issue of conservation regulations.238 The Compliance Agreement complements

the 1995 Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Stocks and has added to the

evolutionary character of the international law of the sea regime.

The Chainnan of the United Nations Conference on Str'dddling Stocks, Satya Nandan,

envisioned producing a vision to produce a binding instrument for the sustainable

236 Evelyne Meltzer, "Global Overview of Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks," 324.

237 Food and Agriculture Organization: Agreement to Promote Compliance with
International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High
Seas [331L.M. 968 (1994)], David A. Balton, "Strengthening the Law of the Sea" 131.

238 David A. Balton, "Strengthening the Law of the Sea," 132.
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exploitation of living high-seas resources.D9 1be Coofercx:e faced many challenges to

identify and evaluate problems in regards to theconservatioo ofsll'addling stocks and highly

migratory species. while auempting to accommodate the opposing interests ofthe coastal and

distant water fishing states. States considered various options 10 improve international

cooperation and proposed recommendations to strengthen the managememofthese stocks.)OI)

The Conference on SU'llddling and Highly Migralory Slocks adopted a procedural

approach similar to that of UNCLOS mby utilizing draft agreements and oegotiating texts.

lbe draft agreement was composed of 48 articles; these: provided gencnl principles and

guidelines fex the fulfillment ofconservation and managemenl nfliving resources on the high

seas consistent with the 1982 United Nations Convention OQ the Law of the Sea. Drafters of

this agreement attempted to balance the interests of coastal states and distant·water fishing

nations.101 Three pillars of this draft agreement are: (1) to have compatible conservation and

management based on precautionary approaches and scientific data, (2) [0 ensure effective

enfon::ement of measures. and (3) peaceful scalement of disputes.U2

Dt UNSEACOM. Second Substantive Sessjon of UN Conference on StraddIing
and Highly Mjgratory Fish Stqek!; Mew York 14-31 March SEAlI424. 31 March 1994:
3.

lolO Evelync: Meltzer. '"Global Overview of Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks:' 324.

101 UNSEACOM. United Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and
Highly Migralory Fish Stocks Concludes 5th Sessjon 80th meeting AM SEAl1482. 12
April 1995: I.

:M1 Ibid.• 3.
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The result of the negotiation process was the Agreemem for the Implementation of

the Provisions of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea Relating to the Conservation

and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks.UJ Through

this agreement the negotiators wished to further develop the regime of conservation and

management of marine resources. particularly the high-seas fisheries. This new international

agreement assists in clarifying articles ofUNQ.OS mand deals with the resurgent issue of

straddling stocks caused by the extension ofthe exclusive economic zone and declining fish

stocks. The goal of this agreement is to ensure the long term sustainability offish stocks and

promote optimum utilization of resources as specified by the Agreement in Part II. An. 5(a).

Some important issues which the treaty covers include international cooperation. compliance.

enforcement, precautionary approach. and regional organizations.

4.3.1 lDtemational Cooperation

A key consideration in this agreement is the fostering of international cooperation.

Coastal states and high seas fishing states are asked to pursue the goal of cooperation for the

20U United Nations, United Nations Cogference for Straddling Fish Stocks agd
Hjghly Migratory Fish Stocks' Agreemem for the Implementation of the Provisjogs of the

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the
Conservation and Management of Sqaddling Fish Stocks and Highly Miiml!:ory Fish
~(NCONF.164137)34IJ..,M 1542(1995). This agreement will be referred to as the
United Nations Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly MigratOT)' Fish Stocks.
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purpose of conservation and management of the sttaddling and highly migratory species.2.u

States need. to cooperate either directly with other states or through appropriate

rcgionaYsubregional organizations. [f a regional organization does not exist, states must

cooperate to form such an organization.lou

4.3.2 Compliance and Enton:ernent

TIle Conference delegates recognized that without enfon:ement the regime for the

management and conservation of fish stocks would be at the mercy of individual states.

Subsequently. a desire for an internationally accepted. framework for compliance and

enforcement, strengthens the agreement.146 According to Satya Nandan, the compliance and

enforcement section would provide strength to the agreement.~7 Topics on compliance and

enforcement discussed included scope, application and responsibilities of flag states.14I

Countties advanced a range of views on the subject of compliance and enforcement.

Canada felt that there is a need for a global agreement that would authorize the arrest of

2.u United Nations, United Nations Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly
Migratory fish Stocks Part m, Article 8 (I).

)<, Ibid., Part In, Article 8

)<6 UNSEACOM. UN Conference og Stnuidligg and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks DiscUsses Cpmpliance and Enforcement of High Seas Fisheries Management
Measures 27th meeting (AM) 17 Marcb 1994. SENI409: I.

:z.llIbid.• I.

141 International Institute for Sustainable Development, "Repon on Conference,"
Earth Negotiations Bulletin Volume 7, Number 16. Monday 2 August, t993: 4.
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vessels on the ltigh seas. which would conttavene internationally accepted ro.les. It was

argued by Canada that it was oecessary to agree on which authorities may board. inspect.

and arrest violators for the purpose of enforcing ~gularions?" Bruil was concerned with

who would actually benefit from the saoctions placed on offenders - coastal. state, ~gional

organization or the flag state. The Russian Federation asked that the agreement specify the

type of penalties actions taken against states in violation of fishing quotas or fishing in

prob.ibited zones.l'lI lbe European Union stated that constitutional problems existed with

the compliance and enforcement section of the negotiating text.l'l Papua New Guinea felt

that the enforcement and compliance measures we~ necessary for the overall success of the

Conference and Agreement.m Samoa stated lbat joint enforcemenr mechanisms would

complement the jurisdiction of flag States.l'l 1be debate on this subject led to the

development of the: anicles wb.ich related to compliance and enforcement.

One fundamental. aspect of compliance and enforcement is the role ofttle flag state.

A wide range of views 00 the subject of flag swes and compliance exists; however. a

l.O9 UNSEACOM. UN Confmnce on Straddling and ffighly Migratory Fish
Stoep Discusses Cqmpliance and Enfou;ement of High Seas Fisheries Management
~27thmeeting(AM}17 March 1994.SEAlI409: l.

2SOIbid.2.

l'1Ibid.. 2.

l'1Ibid.• 2.

l'llbid.• 3.
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persistent problem is the re~flaggingof vessels.~ Canada supponed the Russian proposal.

which would prohibit the practice of re-flagging vessels while at sea in order to avoid

reguiations.lSS The Conference, through Article 19. agreed that flag states have a duty to

ensure compliance by their vessels with regional and subregional measures for conserving

and managing straddling and highly migratory species. Aag states must enforce all

measures. no maner where in the seas the infractions occur. All allegations need to be

investigated and a repon given to the State which laid the complaint.1S6

Related to compliance. Anicle 20 deals with enforcement. This anicle asks states to

coopeTate through the usc of regional or subregional organizations for the purpose of

implementing conservatioo and management measures established by the organizations.

States need to coopcTate in the identification of violators of conservation measures, as well

as assisting one another in the investigation of violations.2S7

Subregional and regional organizations also have a role in the investigation and

enforcement of regulations. According to Article 21 (1), on the high seas in areas covered

by either a regional or subregional fisheries organization. states whose members may,

lSoI UNSEACOM. UN Conference on Straddljng and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks DiscusseS Duties of Bag States Compliance with Regional Conservation
Measures 26th meeting (PM) 16 March 1994. SEAlI408: I.

mIbid.. L

n6 United Nations, United Nations Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks. Article 19.

U7 Ibid, Article 20.
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through the usc of their authorized inspectors. board and inspect fishing vessels flying the

flag of a member country for the purpose of ensuring that the vessel complies with

regulations. The article also specifies that states must cooperate in the development of

procedures for the boarding and inspection of vcssels.N

When a flag state receives notification of a violation, it must respond within three

working days. The flag state is obliged to investigate immediately the complaint; if a

violation is discovered. it must take enforeemeDt action against the vessel and notify the

inspecting state of the findings from the investigation. Rag states may also authorize the

inspecting state to carry out an investigation. [f an inspecting state believes that a violation

took place and the flag state failed to respond or take action. inspectors may stay on board

in order to secure evidence. 1be inspectors must infonn the flag state of the destination to

which the vessel must proceed. 259

4.3.3 PrecautiolUlJ"Y Approach

In 1987. the precautionary principle was introduced for the first time in the

Declaration of the Second International Conference on the Protection of the North Sea. lo!O

Subsequently, the precautionary approach became an accepted guideline. reconfirmed at the

~·Ibid.• Artic1e21.

~9Ibid.,Article21.

:l6O Ellen Hey, ""The Precautionary Approacb: Implications of the Revision of the
Oslo and Paris Conventions,"~ 15 (1991): 244.
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1992 Earth Summit and was incorporated as a principle in the 1995 Uniled Nations

Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Species. Essentially. this approach

holds that in cases of doubt about harmful effec-.s on the en..;ronmcnt, states must take

preventive actions.:l61

Article 6 deals with the application ofthe precautionary approach. It emphasizes the

necessity of being cautious when infonnation is uncertain. In applying the precautionary

approach. states are asked to improve decision-making for me purpose of conservation and

management of fish stocks by obtaining the best scientific information possible. States

should consider uncertainties about productivityoffish. stock conditions. impactofactivities

on non·target species, and the effect on associated or dependent species. States must also

consider oceanic, environmental and socio-economic factors when fonnulating policy. In

collecting data, states should design data collection and research programs for assessing me

impac:toffishing.261

4.3A Compatibility

During me negotiation process, states expressed their views on the international high.

seas fishery. A deadlock occurred on the issue of regulating the EEZ and the high seas

161 Ibid,245.

162. United Nations. United Nations Agreement on Sttaddling SlQCks and Highly
Mjgratory Fjsh Stocks Article 6.
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throughout the range of the fish stocks.:l6) Canada stressed the biological unity ofstraddling

and highly migratory fish stocks. Canada's Ocean Caucus. a coalition of non-governmental

organizations. argued for measures to allow non·govemmental organizations and artisanal

fishery organizations to be included in regional organizations' decision-making.26< lbe

United States also emphasized that conservation and management shouidextend throughout

the range of the fish stocks.:!65 The Republic of Korea emphasized the need for compatible

conservation measures. both on the high seas and in the exclusive economic zones. Both

Indonesia and India expressed concerns about the extension of conservation meas~ from

the high seas into the exclusive economic zone.166

Article 7 of the Agreement provides for the compatibility of conservation and

management measures. It was necessary to avoid restricting the rights of coastal states to

exploit, explore. and conserve living resoun:es in their areas of national jurisdiction. without

prejudicing the rights of all high-seas fishing states. Article 7(1) (a) specifies that the

relevanlcoastal states and those whose nationals fish for the straddling stocks in the adjacent

26J UNSEACOM. Second Substantive Session of the UN Conference on
Straddling and Highly Mjmltory Fjsh Stocks New York J4-31 March 420d meeting
(AM) 31 March 1994SEAlI424: 2.

26< UNSEACOM. UN Conference on Straddling and Highly Migratory fish
Stocks Concludes a Discussion on Compatibility of Conservation Measures 24th meeting
(PM) 22 March 1994 SEA/1416: 2.

26.'1 UNSEACOM. Conference on Straddling fish Stock:; focUseS on Principles for
Conservation and Management Measures 47th meeting (AM) 17 August 1994 SEN1438:
2.

166Ibid.• 2.
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high seas should seek agreement on the necessary measures for the purpose of conservation

of fish stocks.267 CoastaJ Slates and states that fish for highly migratory stocks are asked to

cooperate directly or through appropriate mechanisms in order to ensUI'e conservation while

attaining optimum utilization throughout the region. The purpose of compatibility of

conservation measures on the high seas and in areas of national jurisdiction is to ensure that

the straddling stocks and highly migratory stocks are managed throughout their complete

range.26S

Without compatibility in management between the exclusive economic zone and the

high seas. there is a risk that there would be competing and conflicting regulations.26'J States

need to consider various factors when fannulating conservation measures, some of which

include; previouslyagrecd upon measures; measures adopted under Article 61 ofthe Law of

the Sea Convention; biological unity of stocks; dependence of coastal states and those who

fish the species on the high- seas; and. the avoidance of new measures that would have an

advene effect on the living marine resources.

States are asked to agree on measures within a time frame; however. if states are

unable to reach an agreement within a reasonable time span. any state may invoke dispute

267 United Nations. United Nations Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks Article 7.

261 Ibid.• Article 7(2).

269 David Balton. "Strengthening the Law of the Sea," 136.
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settlement procedures.:no While negotiating a final agreement on conservation measures,

states may enter into provisional arrangements.:m Coastal states and states which fish on the

high seas are asked to notify others, either directly or through appropriate organizations on

the measures adopted for the conservation and management of straddling and highly

migratory stocks.m

4.J.5 Dispute Settlement

One long-standing problem with the international ocean management regime has been

the absence of effective dispute settlement mechanisms in previous agreements. Not

surprisingly. negotiators at the straddling stocks sessions disagreedovercompu.lSOt)' dispute

settlement. Russia wanted the text to allow only for the resolution of disputes through

mediation or other forms of peaceful dispute settlement. rt noted that states could always

resort to the Pan XV of the 1982 Law afthe Sea Conventionm or. finally, after exhausting

%'10 United Nations, Bniled Nations Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly
Mimtory Fish Stocks. Article 7 (3) & (4).

171 Ibid., Article 7(5).

m Ibid., Article 7 (7) & (8).

m United Nations.~. Pan XV Settlement of disputes. This section
covers a variety of methods including conciliation. International Court of Justice.
International Court of Justice. an arbitral tribunal constituted in accordance with Annex
vn and a special tribunal constituted in accordance with Annex vm for one or more of
the categories of disputes.
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a range of oon-bioding solutions. states could tum to binding arbitration.1M Disagreements

over compulsory dispute .settlernent led some counaics to fear thal this agreement would be

ineffective. Peru. for example. believed that some countries were uying to subvert the

conference process lhrough their opposition to compulsory and binding dispute settlement.l'7S

11le Canadian delegation felt dispute settlement mechanisms were necessary if lbere was to

be an effective regime. as did other delegations which believed compulsory dispute

settlement was one of the only ways to ensure that conservation measures were applied to

the high seas. Supporters of compulsory dispute settlement for conservation included: the

United Slates. Canada. Australia, Sweden and Columbia.2'l6

At this conference. few participants saw compulsory recourse to dispute settlement

as a viable mechanism for conflict resolution. David Balton argues that the reason for this

lack of vision is that couoaies wanted to protect their self-interest and were unwilling to

allow a disiDterested party 10 n:solve disputes.m Sweden. in an idealistic tum. felt thai

dispute settlement could be avoided by taking preventive measures. It was proposed by

1M UNSEACOM. Provisions on Non-Parties to Regional Organizations Dispute
Settlement. Qiscuw;d at Straddling and Highly Migralory fish Stocks 29th meeting
(AM) 18 Marcb 1994 SEAl1411: 2.

m UNSEACOM. lIN Conference on Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks Discusses Compulsory Dispute Settlement Provjsions 24 th meeting (PM) 1.5
March 1994SEA/I407: L

2'l6 UNSEACOM,lIN Conferen~on Straddling and Wghly Migralory Fish
Stocks Discusses ComPUIiQ[)t Dispute Settlement Provjsions SEA/1407: L

Tn David Balton. "Strengthening the Law of the Sea," 137.
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Sweden that a group ofexperts from the Food and Agricuhure Organization be called upon

for assiswJce before lhcn: is a oc:ed for dispute settlemenLm

In the 1995 Agreement Regarding Conservatio;:; lU1d M:u1olgemcnt ofSuaddling Fish

Stocks and Highly Mipory Stocks dispute settlement is COvetM in Part vm. Articles 27·

32. States have an obligation undertbis agreement tosenledisputes through peaceful means.

Disputes may be senled through. negotiation. inquiry. mediation, conciliation, arbitration,

judicial settlement. resort to regional agencies or the parties involved maydecidc: upon their

own mechanisms.m Furthermore, in this new Agreement it is recognized that the dispute

settlement provisions in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention combine to apply also: Article

30 reaffirms the use of the dispute settlement provisions as outlined in Part XV Article 2.:tID

lbrough the refereoce to the Convention's dispute settlement mechanisms it was reaffirmed

and accepted as a viable method to resolve disputes. 'The 1995 Agreement docs DOt seek

radical change to dispute settlement but tries to improve upon the process.

m UNSEACOM, UN Confen;gg;; on Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish
StOCk5 Considers Dimute Settlement Provisions 24th meeting (PM) 15 Mareh 1994
SEN1412: L

279 United Nations, Upited Nations Agreemept on Straddling Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks, Article 27.

mIbid., Article 30.
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The 1995 Agn:c.menl places emphasis on the usc and csa.blisbment of regional or

subregional organizations. Articles 8te II specificaUycoverlhis aspect. Article 8 requests

states to consult and coopente in the conservation of straddling stocks and highly migratory

species either directly through the establishment of ~gional organizations, or through the

implementation of the Convention in existing organizations. According to Article 9, Slates

are requiRd to agree on certain management arrangements e.g.• determining which stocks

require conservation on the basis of scientific advice, taking into account, e.g., the nature

of the fisheries. socio.-economic and environmental factors. Article 10, lists various

functions which the organization is to undertake. These include. e.g.• reaching agn:c.ments

on long-term sustainability on stocks. allocation of allowable catches. effective and timely

decision-making, and effective monitoring and surveillance mechanisms. Cooperation for

s~ngthening existing regional organizations is mandated under Article 11.2S'

The thrust of these articles clearly demonsttalC:S that most members of the

international community have realized that regional organit.ations and sub-regional

organization. composed of staleS which have a direct stake in the sustainability of this vital

resource, are likely to be more effective avenues for conservation and management of the

fisheries. The provision in Article 8(4) that only states which cooperate with a regional

organizations "shall have access to the ftshery to whicb those conservation measures

2S1 United Nations. United Nations Agreement OD Straddling SlOeks and Highly
Migralory Fish Stocks Articles 8-11.
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apply,"should provide substantial ioccntive for the establishment and/or n:vitalization of

such organizations.

Nevertheless. not all states fully accept the principle of regional organization

centrality as laid out in the Agreement. One opponent to management by regional

organizations was the European Community (Eq. The EC held that the issue of straddling

and highly migratory species was a problem essentially between me coastal states and high-

seas fishing states. According to the EC. the problem between these two state types was only

a matter of cooperation; therefore, jurisdiction would not have to be given to regional

organizations.lI2 This view of the European Community is consistent with its opposition to

compulsory dispute settlement. Perhaps the EC has failed to realize that regional

organizations can assist in fostering cooperation and communication.

The 1995 Agreement built and expanded on the 1982 Convention. The changes it

made led to an ecosystem approach for the management offish stocks and clarified the roles

and powers of international fishery organizations.:lI3

4.4 Summary of Sttaddling Stocks and ffighly Migratory Fisb Stocks

The focus of this conference was fishery conservation and management. The FAD

:m UNSEACOM. Speakers at Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks Say Crucial
Areas in Draft Text. Particularly Enforcement Yet To Be Resolved 77th meeting 10
April 1995 SEAl1479: I.

:lI3 Max Collett, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 1.
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sttessed that DeW biological reference points had been proposed with a focus on defining

accepcable fish mortality levels and minimum spawning levels.5l During the discussions.

it was emphasized lbaJ.limits were DOt target catch levels; rather. ifcatch levels neared the

limit, reductions should be imposed.:II$ In this sense. target catch limits act as a guide for

fishery management and the development of policy. Concerning reference points. Russia

stated thaI the decision should be made for stock unity and that a single reference point

should be llSCd to determine the optimum management leveLs.- The World Wide Fund for

Nature slreSSed lbaJ. the MSY sbouId be a maximum limit reference point 00f. a wgeLm

BnziI felt that MSY bad led to the current over-exploitation. While discussing conservation,

Sweden sttessed that meas~ need to apply both to the high seas and the exclusive

economic zones.- Evidently. countries ale coocemed about fishery conservation but still

have different views on how this goal could be attained.

The Agreement also provides detailed roles. lacking in the Law of the Sea

Convention. for the implementation of the conservation meas~ including the

establishment and functions of regional organizations. responsibility of nag states.

.. UNSEACOM. Refcrt:pc!!! Pojnt for fisheries Management Discussed at UN
Conference on Straddling and Highly Migratory Stocks 31st meeting (AM) 21 March
1994 SEAl1413: 1.

:11$ Ibid.. 1.

Jl6Ibid.• 2.

w Ibid.• 3.

-Ibid.. 2.
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compliance IDd enforcement measure, aod eDhaDced dispute settlement procedures. Thus.

the Agreement expands and builds on the 1982 Cooventioo by clearly emphasizing an ceo-

system approach for- the management of fish stocks and clarifying the roles and powers of

international fishery organiutioos.-

Ahbaugh DOt yet in force. 'The Agra:mcnl on StraddJ.ing Stocks and Highly Migratory

Siocks demonstnl1CS that some stales consider fishery conservation and management a

priority.2'lll AsnfAprill7. 1998 there w~59 signatorystalCS. however only 181ladratified

the agreement. A large portion of states who have ratified the agreement ace less developed

nations. This is ironic since the less developed nations do not have the same capacity to take

part in the global fishery.

- Max Collen, "Achieving Effective International FLShery Management," I.

2'lll States that have ratified the Straddling Stocks agreement include: Bahamas,
Fiji, Iceland, Republic of [ran, Mauritius. Micronesia. Namibia. Nauru. Norway, Russian
Feder.Ui.on. Saint Lucia. Samoa. Senegal. Seychelles. Soloman Islands. Sri l...anka. Tonga.
and United States of America. "Status of the Agreement for the Implementation of the
Provisions ofthc United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982
relating to the Conservation and Management of SlI'addliog Fish Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks" As of April 17, 1998. Lawoftbe sea HomepageJune 21.1998,
bnp:l/www.un.orglDcptsllosllosl64sLhtm.
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Chapter 5
Regional Organizations: The NAFO Example

5.1 Purpose of Regional Organizations

For centuries, freedom of the seas has been an accepted principle; however, with the

development of regional organizations the traditional concept of freedom ofthe seas is being

limited. Establishment of these organizations is encouraged by a number of international

treaties. The 1982 United Nations Law of the Sea Convention stipulates that regional

organizations manage areas adjacent to coastal states and Agenda 21 advocated regional

organizations as a method for cooperation in the management and conservation of the living

resources of the high seas. Most recently, the 1995 UN Agreement on Straddling Stocks and

Highly Migratory Species emphasizes that regional organizations playa vital role in the

management and conservation of the straddling and highly migratory species in their

convention areas.

Since 1946, the Food and Agriculture Organization has encouraged the use of

regional organizations, specifically in aiding developing countries in the Indo-Pacific, Indian,

Caribbean and Mediterranean Oceans. Other regional commissions have fonned outside the

FAO framework in the Nonhern and Southeastern Pacific, the Baltic Sea and the Antarctic.291

291 James C.F. Wang, Handbook on Ocean Politics and Law (Wesport:
Greenwood. 1992), 143.
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Some organizations formed aJong the regionaJ and species division including the

International Whaling Commission (IWC).2'P.

An example of a fairly successful regionaJ organization is the Northwest Atlantic

Fisheries Organization (NAFO). NAFO was formed as an effort to implement UNCLOS m

and improve cooperation in fishery management.:!'1J

5.2 Northwest Atlantic Fbheries Organization

The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) came into being with the

signing of The Convention on Future Multilateral Cooperation in the Northwest Atlantic on

Octobcr24,1978 and entered into force on January I. 1979. The originaJ members were

Canada. Cuba, the European Economic Community, the German Democratic Republic.

Iceland. Norway and the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics.2M The predecessor to

NAFO was the 1949 InternationaJ Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries and the

International Conunission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (lCNAF).29S

l'nIbid.• 143.

193 Max CoUett, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 7.

294 Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
Organization Handbook (Dartmouth: Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization.I996), 7.

29S Ibid.• 7.
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ICNAF bad been formed in 1949 with the objccrive ofmaintaining fisheries rcsourocs

at a level which allowed fIX" sustainable yield~ When estabIJshcd. it was responsible for

the investigation. protcctioo and COOSCfYaDOO ofIJving~. However. ICNAF was

onJy authorized to ~ommend necessary measures based Oil scientific da.ta..l'I1 In 1976.

lCNAF recommended that a IICW f'nuncwod:: be developed for fisbc:ry management in the

North Atlantic. This recommendation was a resuJt of states intcod.ing to announce the

exteDSion of fisheries jurisdictioll to the 200 mile limit commencing in 1977.:zoJI ICNAF

asked all members to withdraw from the cum:nt organization to allow a smooth and orderly

transition to the new organizatioll (NAFO) with an overlap period of one ycar.199

1bc aim of this new fisheries organization was to promote conservation and

optimum utilization of marine resources in the Nonhwcst Atlantic and it was empowered to

adopt proposals for action by member parties in order to accompIJsh optimum utilization of

- C.E. Lucas. International Fishery Bodies of lhe Noah Atlantic Occasional
Paper No.5 (1970) The Law of the Sea Institute: University of Rhode bland). 18.

19'I Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organiz.ation. From ICNAf (Q NAfO, 5 July
1998. www.nafo.caIlicnaf.htm.

:l9I R.O. Halliday and A.T. Piohom,loumal of Northwest Atlantic Fishery Science
20 (1996): 18.

2'l9lbid.18.
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the regulatory area..lOO NAFO developed as a consequence of the extension ofcoastal rights

andjurisdiction.JOl

When it was fonned as a regional organization, NAFO was to playa managerial role

in the areas beyond the 2OG-mile exclusive economic zone. It was also to act as a scientific

consultative body for the management of fish stoe:ks.Jaz The mandate for NAFO can be

summarized as collaboration: states are encouraged to share information and work

together.J03

One role NAFO plays is the setting of the total allowable catch (rAe) and the

allocation of nations' quotas. In its early years, NAFO was successful in establishing

conservative catch limits and maintaining traditional allocation of fish stocks.)l)4 An

underlying problem in NAFO, however, is that wbile total allowable catch is adopted by

majority vote, any member state may object to the quota assigned and establish its own

quota by invoking the objection procedure.xt1 This opt-out provision has undermined the

effectiveness of NAFO, because parties are likely to opt-out when faced with domestic

300 Lawrence luda, International Law and Ocean Use Managemenb 269.

301 Max Collen. "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 7.

:lO2 LS. Parsons, Management of Marine Fisheries in Canada (Ottawa: National
Research Council of Canada, 1993),263.

xn Max Collen. "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 7.

lGl Lawrence luda, International Law and Ocean Use Management. 269.

Xl' Max Collett, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 9.
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political pressure.JOl ADOlberdifficulty with NAFO and other regional organiutions isthc

limited numberofmembers of such organizations as opposed to the states which exploit the

resoun::es of the area, making the or-ganization less successfuJ.~

NAFO has three distinct roles: cooperation.~ and proleCtion. These three

roles are carried out by three sections within the organization.

The Fisheries Commission acts as the protector of the fish stocks. lbis Commission

assists with the C1lDscrvation, rational management, and optimum utilization of the fish

resources. TIle goal of protecting fish stocks may be achieved through the development of

new regulatory measures. inspections of vessels. observations and surveillance. It is hoped

that these activities lead to effective management of living resources in the Atlantic

Another- important and vital branch within NAFO is the Scientific Council. Its

purpose is to coordinate scientific programs and provide the best scientific data available to

make pn:dicti.ODS and future fom:asts.JIB

1be General Council facilitates cooperation among states. This Council is composed

JO!i LS. Parsons. Management of Marine fisheries in Canada. 265 and Max
CoUett, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management." 9.

J07 David Va.nderzwug, "'The Management of Stnddling Stocks: Stilling the
Troubled Waters of the Grand. Banks;' Canadian Ocean Law and Policy ed. David
Vandettwaag, (Toronto: Bunerworths Canada Limited. 1992), 118.

XlI Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization, fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic
2nd Edition, (Dartmouth: Nonhwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization, 1996),23.

J09Ibid.23.
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of all contracting parties and has the role of coordinating inspections. scientific research.

controlling panies and enforcement action against unregulated fislting of non-conttaeting

parties. Fmally. the Council acts as a liaison with the international community and promotes

NAFO's objectives world wide.110

With the initial formation of NAFO. successes were achieved in the establishment

of conservative catch limits and the maintenance of traditional proportionate stock

allocations for the member countries.JII In the early years of the organization. relations

between Canada and the member states of the European Community wen: characterized by

efforts to seek mutually beneficial arrangcments.m However. this initial success was short

lived because non-member vessels conducted their fishing operations in the NAFO

regulatory area. Spain did not join NAFO for some years but continued to fish in this area

wl:rile avoiding NAFO's rules and quotas. Other fishing vessels flying flags from non

member countries. which previously had not participated in the Northwest Atlantic fishery.

also appeared in the NAFO regulatory arca.m

NAFO. as an organization. bas been fairly successful in the area of multilateral

cooperation; however. there are several weakness with the NAPO organization. The major

weakness. the objection procedure. has been previously noted. The inspection and

lIOIbid.23

III Lawrence Juda, International Law and Ocean Management. 269.

m L.S. Parsons. Management of Marine Fisheries inCan~ 271.

llJ Lawrence Juda. International Law and Ocean Management. 270.
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surveillance systems are not strong enough, while enforcement is weak because of the lack

of a provision for lhird-pany enforcement. Compliance in this organization is completely

voluntary, which weakens the enforcement procedure. The lack of unanimity on

conservation measures has prevented the effective conservation and management of the

living resources in the convention area.l1 • NAFO bas also experienced internal disputes and

the inability to enforce regulations, problems that face many international fisheries

organizations.m From 1985 onward the EC confronted both Canada's fisheries poLicies

while attempting to sabotage NAFQ'seffectiveness in the multilateral managementofstocks

beyond the two-hundred mile limit. Jl6

The fundamental problem for international fisheries organizations is their reactive

posture.m If fishery management were more proactive, there might be higher success rates

and a sustainable marine resource.

New international agreements have placed an emphasis on regional organizations.

The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization must make changes to its organization and

structure in order to successfully carry out its duties under in Ute 1995 United Nations

Agreement on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Species.

ll. Karl M. Sullivan, "Conflict in the Management of a Northwest Atlantic
TransboundaryCod Stoeks"~ 13 (1989): 132.

m Max Collett, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," II.

l16 kS. Parsons, Management of Marine Fisheries jn Canada., 271.

m Max Collen, "Achieving Effective International Fishery Management," 12.
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In recent years. NAFO members have emphasized the need to improve conservation

and enforcement measures. Canada and the European Union (ED) developed a new control

and enforcement agrcement.J1I This new agreement requites that all EU vessels fishing in

NAFO regulatory zones must have an observer aboard. The Canada·EU Control and

Enforcement Agreement is a bilateral commibIlent for an effective system to enforce rules

and apply strict penalties against violators.Jl9 The new enforcement cootrol measures,

include 100% observer coverage, 35% of vessels to have satellite tracking and I()()%

dockside inspections. apply both to Canada and the EU.J211 Canada and the EU proposed that

the provisions in their agreement be adopted by all NAFO parties as an integral part of the

Organization.Jll In 1996. NAFO contracting parties agreed that they need to cooperate with

NAFO Secretariat by fulfilling their obligations to report catch statistics, dispoSition of

apparent infringements and various other requirements.J21

JII Government of Canada. Department of Fisheries and Ckeans, "'Canada-EU
Enforcement Agreement Implementation" News Release NR-HQ-9543E. May 2. 1995.

319 Government of Canada. Department of Fisheries and Ckeans, "Canada-EU
Reach Agreement to Conserve and Protect Straddling Stocks"~ NR-HQ-95
36E, April 15, 1995.

J<D Government of Canada. "Canada-EU Enforcement Agn:ement
Implementation" News Release NR-HQ-9543E. May 2, 1995.

12l Ibid.• 3D.

m Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. "What's New in NAFO
Conservation and Enforcement Measures," NAFO News Dartmouth. Nova Scotia No.6
July· December (1996): 3.
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Members of NAFO are aware of some of the fuDdamenlal weaknesses in the

cwganization. 1be objection~ has been aconcern fex- some members. with Canada

lobbying fex- changes. Canadian delegates to NAFO do DOt oecessariIy want to abolish the

opt-out provision but would like to eliminate the potential for abuse, by requiring thaJ. all

objections are made 00 justifiable grounds.m

NAFO's attitudes and policies continue to evolve. At the 1996 Scientific CouDci1

and Fisheries Commission meetings. the precautionary approach to conservation and

management of fish stocks was discussed. NMO realized the importance of implementing

regulations which would make it illegal to exceed a cenain level of by-catch or to capture

young fish. JU Also discussed at the 1996 meetings the issue of transparency in decision-

making and other activities related to the 1995 United Nations ApeemeDtOQ Straddlingaod

Highly Migratory Fish Stocks.J1'

Although todate only four NAm members (lce1aDd, Norway. Russia and the United

States of America) have ratified the 1995 Ayecment it appears thaI then: is an ongoing aDd

evolving process which will incorporate its principles and Nics in the Organization's

JZl Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. "How Should NMO Settle its
Disputes Arising From Objection Procedures,"~ No.5 Jan-June 1997: 3.

310< Nonhwest Atlantic Fisheries Organiz.ation. Annual Reoon of the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries Organization-l99§ (Danhmouth: NAFO. 1997),8.

ns Ibid., 21.
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mandate.J16 The time-frame for such adoption is likely to be a function of the efficacy of the

Canada-Ell Agreement and the working out of mutually satisfactory procedure for setting

and allocating quotas. i.e.. eliminating the present objection procedure:.

NAFO has the potential to take a leading role in shaping the future of global fishery

management. However. states need to set aside their self-interest and make sustainability

of all fish stocks before they disappear.

m Oceans Affairs and Law of the Sea Homepage. Status of the Agre<;ment of the
Provisions of the Convengon Relating to the Conservation and Management of
Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fjsh Stocks
http://www.un.orglDeptsllosllosl64st-htmFebruary 22, 1998.
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Throughout history, states have vied for supmnacy of the sea on a regional or global

basis to satisfy theirself-intere.st whether it was for comrnm:ial purposes, military supremacy

or the exploiwion of resources. In our era. the devastation of the fisheries resource (and

ocean envirotunent) two become a major concern because of our reliance on it for global

sustenance and survival.

Going back to the Phoenicians more than 3500 years ago. the seas have been the life

line for nations. They provided necessary food and commercial routes for trade. Rules

applicable to the seas were developed in these ancient times with extensive codifications

centuries later in the Rhodesian and Byzantine Laws. Exploration of the seas, especially by

Europeans, continued in the hope of finding alternate trade routes to far away lands so thar

spices andotber goods could be obtained more quickly andcbeaply. Sea-faring nations also

reaIiud that they could expand their power aDd domain through the udiscovery" and

acquisition of DeW tl:rritory_ And. naval histOIy empbasUes the importance of tbe oceans

for security and military purposes. For" centuries. the magnitude of the ocean had not been

realized_ At one point in history, it was believed that once the ocean's horizon eoded the

world eoded; however, as exploration continued, the vastness of the world's seas became

evident. Even with the recognition of the vastncss of the oceans, conflicts over ownership

arose. Traditionally, nations adhered to the concept of the freedom of the seas, although

Spain and Ponugal, for example, unsuccessfully claimed ownership over large expanses of
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the oceans in the 1511I and) 611I centuries. By the 1811I century freedom of the high seas again

became the nonn; however, for purposes of security and exclusive fishing rights, the concept

of the territorial sea developed whereby nations controlled the section of the ocean with the

range of a canon shol, otherwise known as the three mile limit.

The general acceptance of sovereignty over the territorial sea did not eliminate

conniCI between stales in that area but led to differences with respect to rights and

responsibilities of free passage. Over time. rules for navigation developed which provided

for specific rights and obligations when traversing a country's territorial seas. As shipping

technology improved, e.g., motorized vessels including large ocean tankers. and an increased

number of vessels were crossing territorial waters, further regulations evolved through the

development of sea lanes for both domestic and international waters, as well as rules for

compensation in instances of environmental damages. Protection of the environment

continues to be an area of contention within the international community. A number of

international organizations have been created, primary amongst which is the International

Maritime Organization (lMO), to regulate marine activities including the prevention of

pollution.

As various forms of technology have developed, states wanted to both protect their

interests and exploit the resources adjacent to their land territory. Nations, again, began to

expand areas of their jurisdiction, claiming a more extended territorial sea, contiguous zone,

an exclusive economic zone, and the continental shelf. The desire to expand resulted largely

from improved technology which proved to be a two-edged sword. On the one hand, for
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example, rechnology enabled fishing vessels to be at sea for extended periods of time.

catching and processing enormous quantities of fish: on the other hand, this also led to over

exploitation by both contiguously coastal as well as distant-water fleets. Similarly, wttik

modem transports and tankers can move goods more cheaply, environmental damage,

accidental or otherwise, can be substantially more devastating. Increasing domestic

jLlrisdiction was also spurred by ~ntialsecurity threats because of improved weapons and

technology. As the territorial sea is classified part ofa country's territory. any actions within

that area by a foreign nation could be seen as an act of aggression. Through the extension

of these seaward lOnes. coastal states subsequently sought to maximize their gains (living

and non-living resources. security, aodenvironmcnt) while at the same time minimizing their

losses vis-a-vis f~ign inte~ts.

Development of law of the sea bas been evolutionary. responding gradually to

conflicting interests and issue areas of given periods in hisrory. TrMitionally, the long

standiDg standard bas been fmcdom of the seas even though. periodically. nations have

claimed sov~igntyover greater or lesser portions. At the same, time regulatory regimes

which limit the indiscriminate and irresponsible use of the oceans and its resources. have

been developing. In the context of the broader development of the law of the sea. so the

DOnns with rcspcctto fisheries and fisheries management have been evolving. Disputes with

respect to "ownership," reguJation. and conservation of fisheries are not unique to the

prescnt. As noted in the flCSt chapter. for example. differences on these matters existed well

before the l-ra ceowry in both the old and the new worlds. In essence. the issues were DO
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different than. they are today - who can catch what, where. aDd acconiing to whose laws 

coastal swes contiguous to specific stocks claim jurisdiction; distant fishing states argue

freedom ofthc seas. Nevertheless, treaties resolving disputes aDd intemalional confereoces

spc:K1SCKCd by both govemmc.nlS and private organizations have. over Ibc last few centuries.

set the stage for this century's development of grouDd NIcs and legal norms.

In the twentieth cenlury several significant confereoces havc been held and

agreements signed whose objective was and is to codify and advance the legal ~gime for the

oceans generally, and, for purposes of this paper, the regimes fOf" fisheries maoagement and

conservation more specifically. Each of the three United Nations Conferences on the Law

ofthe Seasought to codifyexisting norms and prod Slates to ICcept rules which could resolve

emerging areas of potential disputes. lbe resultant 1982 United Nations Convention on !he

Law oftbe sea.. has become the blueprint for resolving jurisdictional and management issues

of the oceans. including the extension of national jurisdiction over living and DOn-living

resources in the ocean and on the continental shelf.

According to Ibe Convention. and arguably undercustomary law. virtually all coastal

states havc claimed an Exclusive Economic Zone (FEZ) of up to 200 miles in which they

have jurisdiction over f'eSOWt:e$. The creation of the EEZ led to changes in fisheries

jurisdiction. and as a consequence also brought about greater coocem ~garding straddling

stock and highly migratory species. With these stocks crossing legally defined boundaries,

an increasing number ofconflicts erupted with respect to who had the jurisdiction over them

in international waters and who. in the light of declining and decimated stocks. bad the
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~nsibility for conservation. Although the 1982 Convention specifies lhat states sbould

cooperate to manage the $locks. it does not provide a sufficiently detailed procedure for

doing so. SlateS began [0 tackle this issue at the Rio Confcn:DCC.

Since the 1970s.~h.as been a chaDge in views and approach n:gardiog the marine

environment. 1be development of a more holistic ecological approach has led to questions

about traditional ocean management and bow ro best protect the worId's oceans environment.

A heightened concern about marine issues due to the expansion of fisheries. inadequate

managementon the high seas. unregulated fishing. and over·harvestmg became more evident

in the 19808. Concerns over environmental degradation. including the oceans and their

management led to the United Nations Confen:nce on the Environment and development

(UNCED). otherwise IaJown as the 1992 Eanh Summit. which took place in Rio de Janeiro.

At this meeting state leaders discussed and negotiated the development of a global plan for

sustainable development called Agenda 21. This agreement dealt with a variety of

environmental issues iocluding the oceans. The Oceans Chapeer (01apter 17) dealt with a

wide range of marine environment issues. but emphasized the aru of straddling stocks and

highly migratory fish stocks and the use oflocal regional organizations. to sustainably manage

this vital global resource. The programme for action suggested n:commended that aootber

confen:nce be convened to more specifically deal with straddling stocks and highly migratory

species.

As an outgrowth of Rio and continued fisheries crises. the Conference on Straddling

and Highly Migratory Stock.s was convened in New York in 1993 to reach an agreement that
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would bind both coastal states and distant-water fishing states to conserve and manage high

seas fisheries and to adopt mechanism for peaceful conflict resolution. The desire was to

develop a strong agreement that would ensure the sustainably of fish stocks and develop a

pro·active ocean managemenl regime. Government leaders and fishers anending realized

that there existed systemic problems in ocean management which needed to be changed in

order to preserve global fish stocks and species. Of vital importance was the realization that

there existed a need for nations to cooperate to protect the vulnerable species. Theemphasis

on cooperation is interesting considering that the previous inability to cooperate led to

colJapse of high seas fisheries. The negotiated agreemeDl binds panies to the agreement.

both coastal and non-coastal, to sustainable management of the fishery and emphasizes the

precautionary approach in the ocean management process. Also of fundamental importance

is the emphasis on the use of regional or sub-regional organizations. Conference delegates

agreed that ocean management on a regional basis would allow the various stakeholders to

develop appropriate policies. This agreement, thus, clarifies relevant articles in the

Convention on the Law of the Sea and develops a regime for conservation and management

for stradcUing and migratory marine resources.

Cooperation has developed into a key concept in recent agreements. During the

Conference on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks cooperation, through the

use of regional organizations was emphasized. A fairly successful model of regional

organizations is that of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). Regional

organizations have received a renewed and emphasized purpose in the field of ocean
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managemenL lD recent years these organization have increased their purpose and have

become the comcruoDe in oc:eao managemenL

1be law of the sea bas evolved graduaUy as a regulatory and conflict resolution

mechanism. For centuries. change 0CCUIR:d very gradually. possibly because issues were

not perceived as critical or were considered to be ofonly local coocem. Given the tempo of

contemporary technological innovation. the speed ofglobal communications. and the evident

dec::line oCme ocean's resources. the development of legal regime for the sea appears to be

plodding along. 1b.is conclusion is reached with the realization that a crisis situation can

provide the stimulus for some kind of action such as negotiating a treaty. But. such

documents also require ratification and effective implementation over aD ex.tended period of

time to become embedded in a legal regime.

Perhaps. the crisis level recently seen in the global fishery has raised awareness of the

eawtrophes thai can occur ifswes fail to cooperate in a timely manner. States appear to be

learning to take a moce cooperative. global approach in workiog towards the sustaioability

of both living and non-livi.ngresources. Whether this will become a reality must be left for

future judgemenL

While evolutionary development of the ocean regime may DOl: have aUowed

individuals to appreciate the tremendous changes that have occurred in ocean management

over the centuries, and while it is necessary for the international ocean management regime

to continue to adapt to changes. one has 10 question whether recent adaptation has been

sufficiently quick to avoid impending disaster, especially in the North Atlantic. The Law of
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me Sea Convention, now in effect but not yet ratified by Canada, took more man three

decade to come into force for a small number of states, the exhortations of the United

Nations Conference on me Environment and Development appear to be diminishing, me

Agreement on Straddling and Highly Migratory Stocks has achieved 59 signatories but only

15 ratifications, and the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization appears to be moribund

on me issue ofme objection procedure. Ifme fisheries regime were able to adapt at a quicker

pace, it might be possible to avoid or minimize further crises in me current fishery

conservation and ocean management regime.

While the will to cooperate is one thing; finding workable mechanisms for

cooperation is, as we have seen, a complex, difficult matter. For a ocean regime to be

successful in the future, regional organizations will need to act coherently and cohesively to

enforce regulations upon their members and other nations fishing in their regulatory area.

This is a challenging goal, but failure will mean that there will be no fish for future

generation to harvest. It is time that human-kind realize that it is necessary for all to live

cooperatively in an interdependent global ecosystem.

For ocean management to be successful in the future it will be necessary for

lawmakers and state leaders to become more pro-active in protecting and sustaining the

oceans' resources.
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